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origin of the welfare plan of the
church of jesus christ of

latter dayjay saints
leonard J arringtonarlington and

wayne K hinton

during the great depression of the 1930 s the first
presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
announced in an open letter in the church owned newspaper
the deseret news a plan to improve the economic welfare
of its members originally titled church security program
it was renamed the church welfare plan in 1938 the pro-
gram was based upon the findings of a survey undertaken in
september of 1935 which sought to determine relief conditions
within the LDS church the survey indicated that 88460
latter day saints constituting 17.9179179 percent of the church
population were receiving some form of relief some 16.3163
percent of the church population 80553 persons were re-
ceiving relief from public sources and another 1.616lgig percent

7907 persons were receiving church funds of the mem-
bers on relief 13455 were unemployed the others were
working on depression inspired projects of the federal govern-
ment the report also stated that between 11500 and 16500
of the church members on relief did not need such assist-
ance

in view of the findings of the survey the first presidency
outlined a program whereby those now on relief would con-
tinue thereon and those 13455 unemployed members who
were receiving outright relief or a dole were to be taken
care of under a church program at an estimated cost of 842
000 per year 1

leonard J arrington is a professor of economics at utah state univer-
sity wayne hinton received the MS degree in history from utah state uni-
versity in 1963 and is now teaching in the cedar city utah junior high
school this article was written under a grant from the utah state university
research council the writers wish to express thanks for the suggestions and
assistance of susy kearl and brigham D madsen

deseret news salt lake city april 7 1936 albert E bowen the
church welfare plan salt lake city 1946 p 41
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I1

it is commonly asserted that the church welfare plan
originated as a conservative gesture opposed to the degrading
tendencies of the new deal and that it was politically moti-
vated hardly had the program been announced than the
conservative press lauded the church for its proposal to trans-
fer all church members from government relief to church re-
lief 2 conservative magazines and journals such as the amer-
icanican banker cosmopolitan saturday eveninglivening post and the
readers digest interpreted the program to represent an anti
new dealer s dream come true

A year and a half ago stated the readers digest
84460 mormonscormonsMormons about one sixth of the entire church mem-
bershipbership were on direct relief today none of them are the
church is taking care of its own within a year every
one of the 84460 mormonscormons was removed from the govern-
ment relief rolls all over the country 3

the article was inaccurate for not all of the 84460 were on
government relief moreover the church at no time succeeded
in removing all of its members from government relief and
at the outset the church did not even attempt to do so

this interpretation of the welfare plan as a gesture of
defiance against the new deal was compounded by the
liberal press although it ridicules federal work projects

wrote martha emery in nation the church attempted to
solve the unemployment problem among mormonscormons by cre-
ating projects of its own the welfare plan she asserted
11 was an ultraconservativeultra conservative gesture of withdrawal into the old
isolation which in the past was a major source of the church s

strength 4 mormon leaders wrote a utah political scientist
generally opposed federal social security and relief measures 5

angered and alarmed by the flocking of its members to
federal relief and public works payrolls it the church issued
an open announcement endorsing the presidential candi

aroidarold B lee church security retrospect introspect prospect
improvement era salt lake city april 1937 p 206

3marcsmarcarc A rose the mormonscormons march off relief readers digest june
1937 ppap 434443 44 see also tithes and security time august 1 1938 p 26

martha emery mormon security nation february 12 1938 ppap
182183182 183

sprank H jonas in thomas C donnelly ed rocky mountain politics
albuquerque 1900 p 48
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dacy of republican alf landon and simultaneously estab-
lished its own welfare program 6

while there can be no question that the mormon welfare
plan came to be praised by ultra conservatives as an effective
alternative to the demoralizing relief handouts of the new
deal and by ultra liberals as a step backward a review of
the events and thinking which led to the establishment of the
plan will show a completely different motivation

11II
it is well known that the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints had long believed in caring for its own this
doctrine according to mormon belief had come directly from
god who in the early days of the church had said it is my
purpose to provide for my saints but it must needs be
done in mine own way 7 at first this way11 was the
law of consecration and stewardship whereby each mem-
ber was asked to turn over to the bishop all his surplus
property and income to be used in supporting the poor 8 after
1841 members were asked to contribute a tenth of their in-
come either in cash or kind and to pay fast offerings
when the latter day saints organized for the great migration
from nauvoo illinois to the salt lake valley such property
as wagons and teams was mobilized so that all could be
moved in utah there were many programs designed to help
out those in need and a relatively equalitarian society was
maintained one church official summarized mormon eco-
nomic policy under five headings

1 the acquisition of worldly riches was not a worthy goal
2 every man should esteem his brother as himself
3 the church should care for the temporal needs of those

whom the lord called into church service

4 the worldly goods of the members beyond family ne-
cessities should be made available for the lord s work

5 the church should see that its poor are cared for 9

gfrankranhrank H jonas western politics salt lake city p 278
t 7doctrinedoctrine and covenants 104151610415 16
sLeonardleonardmeonard J arrington early mormon communitarianismCommunitarianism the law of

consecration and stewardship western humanities review VII autumn
1953 341369341 369

bowen the church welfare plan p 6 quoting the late president J
reuben clarkdark jr
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A sixth doctrine was thou shaltshallshailshait not be idle for he that
is idle shall not eat the bread nor wear the garments of the
laborer 10 the application of this doctrine was stated as fol-
lows by brigham young

my experience has taught me and it has become a
principle with me that it is never any benefit to give out
and out to any man or woman money food clothing or
anything else if they are able bodied and can work and earn
what they need when there is anything on earth for them to
do this is my principle and I1 try to act upon it to pursue
a contrary course would ruin any community in the world
and make them idlers 11

under this thinking the mormonscormons had often maintained
work relief programs A church public works department had
supported workers families by employing those otherwise un-
employed in building theaters tabernacles temples walls and
canals 12 during the depression of 187318761873 1876 when the re-
sources of each mormon community were mobilized to counter-
act unemployment and poverty the deseret news commented

it is indeed surprising in these days of controversy con-
cerning reform political and domestic economy communism
and the like kindred subjects discussed by the greatest in-
tellectstellectsts of the age without practical results that a mormon
community at that should be steadily and successfully demon-
strating the feasibility of uniting the industries of a whole
community and resolving them into a commonwealth 13

that the mormonscormons had built something of a reputation for
favoring work relief as opposed to an outright dole is indi-
cated by the acknowledgment of harry hopkins administrator
of the works progress administration that work relief in the
united states was originated by brigham young 14

illIII111ili
serious thinking about a program of economic assistance

for mormonscormons affected by the great depression of the 1930 s

apparently began in 1931 the deseret news in that year

1odoctrinedoctrine and covenants 4242
13 13journaljournal of discourses 26 vols liverpool 185418861854 1886 XI 297
12 leonard12leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of

the latter day saints 183019001830 1900 cambridge 1958 ppap 1081121081122108 1122112 154-
155 211215211 215

13 13deseretdeseret news september 20 1876
141bidikid141lisibidbid september 10 1936
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carried an editorial stating that although it was not subject to
argument that the needy must be fed clothed and have
shelter whether or not they had work money should not be
spent for charity but to provide work for the unemployed
the paper suggested that a good means of helping to relieve
the desperate situation would be for state and local govern-
ment units with the help of federal aid to undertake road
building and improvement projects the news felt that if
such permanent projects as lining ditches and canals with con-
crete to eliminate water wastage were undertaken it would
not only help the employment situation but also create wealth
which would benefit communities for years to come 15

following this line of thought a number of local mormon
units initiated local programs of relief liberty stake in salt
lake city for example initiated a program in 1932 through
which an expected 2500 persons would receive wood blan-
kets quilts clothing and canned peaches and tomatoes the
stake project was expected to furnish steady work for 75
men recommended by their bishops according to their need
others were given work renovatingrenovating chapels and cutting wood
some persons were given the opportunity of helping farmers
harvest crops in return for produce to be used for relief pur-
poses the bamberger electric train company warehouse in
salt lake city was rented at a cost of 100 a year in order to
store goods which were donated to the stake some of these
goods were given outright to the needy the surplus was sold
to members in the stake who could afford to pay and the mon-
ey received was used to buy blankets and quilts for the poor 16

at the october 1932 general conference of the church in
salt lake city anthony W ivins a member of the first presi-
dency reported that in ten stakes in salt lake county 177
438 had been disbursed for relief from september 30 1931 to
june 20 1932 of this amount 34027 had been collected
from fast offerings and donations 28471 from the women s

relief society and 105114 from tithes during the same
period the church had expended 361243 for relief presi-
dent ivins encouraged fuller tithes and offerings so that more
relief could be given 17

15jjwibid august 7 19511931
reidj61bidrerdibid september 4 1933
170neone hundred third semiannualsemi annual conference of the church

october 7 8 9 1932 salt lake city ppap 161716 17
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at the same conference presiding bishop sylvester Q
cannon who was charged with improving the temporal in-
terests of the mormon people reported that he had never
seen such a spirit of cooperation as was then being demon-
strated by the stakes wards and relief societies he added
that many of the needy were helping to gather foodstuffs in
order to earn their own relief bishop cannon felt that al-
though the nation should give great consideration to emer-
gency unemployment relief those who could carry on without
aid should do so he said

there are people who feel that the world owes them
a living and that others ought to do for them things that they
should do for themselves I1 have no time to go into
detail regarding these things but call your attention to the
fact that it is vitally important that everyone who is in dis-
tress and trouble seek as far as possible to help himself 18

As the depression deepened and relief rolls lengthened
the first presidency continued to consider the implementation
of a church wide program in order to supplement programs
established in the various stakes commenting upon a survey
made in 1933 the first presidency declared

reported conditions in the state and nation suggest that
a considerable burden may rest upon our church relief ac-
tivitiestivities in the near future while it seems our people may
probably look as heretofore for relief assistance from gov-
ernmentalernmental and perhaps other sources it cannot now certainly
be foretold either what or how fully sufficient this assistance
will be and we must therefore prepare ourselves to meet the
necessities that may fall upon us no one must be per-
mitted to starve or freeze in our midst 19

when the newly elected national president franklin
roosevelt urged the nation to redouble its efforts to care for
those people who were victims of the depression in order to
prevent the disintegration of home life presiding bishop can-
non responded that his office would do everything possible to
provide adequate relief it was the primary desire of the
church he said to help men and women help themselves to
this end he explained the church expected to establish a plan
whereby the unemployed among its own members could obtain

lsi181isi181bidbidibid p 14
19 19deseretdeseret news september 2 1933193519551953
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work and thus have no need for private or public charity
above all said bishop cannon those in need would be cared
for none would be allowed to suffer the church would co-
operate with government and private relief agencies in meet-
ing the problem 20

this declaration was supported by other church officials
president J reuben clarkdarkoark jr gave primary emphasis to the
necessity of members becoming independent of government
relief he chastizedchastised members with cattle hay and chickens
who had nonetheless accepted relief he warned the people
that relief was not for those who did not need it

the thought that we should get all we can from the
government because everybody else is getting it is unworthy
of us as american citizens it will debauch us we must
be as careful with the governments funds as with our own
or as with the church s 21

apostle stephen L richards later a member of the first presi-
dency also supported the statement of bishop cannon stress-
ing that the church would support the government and the
leaders in the great recovery experiment wherever our
people are located he said they are admonished to support
not only the form of government under which they live but
those who preside over them it is part of our creed 22

IV

the subsequent measures of relief adopted by franklin
roosevelt and the congress in 1933 1934 and 1935 are well
known since antidepressiondepressionanti legislation involved the twin aims
of relief and recovery measures designed primarily for relief
were often criticized because they did not contribute to recov-
ery while recovery measures were often deemed inadequate in
providing relief A degree of recovery having been attained by
1935 president roosevelt went before the congress to de-
clare that the federal government must and shall quit this
business of relief 23 he presented congress with a program
of government planning which was to prevent the federal
government from giving direct relief but which would put 3

200neouequeone hundred fourth semiannualsemi annual conference of raetheiberhyruyjae church
october 6 7 8 1933 salt lake city ppap 313531 35

211hid211fidibidhid p 102
feidferd221bid221fidibidbidfis p 65
2323deseretdeseret news january 4 1935
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to 4 million americans to work on government emergency
work relief projects under this plan the president hoped to
cut the cost of federal relief and at the same time give citizens
more security roosevelt echoed the view of church of-
ficials when he said that the direct dole was contributing to
spiritual and moral disintegration

A governing principle of the new work projects was that
all work undertaken must be useful leaf raking and lawn
mowing the president thought were just another form of
dole the projects must be designed to provide permanent im-
provementprovement and create new national wealth on the other hand
the projects must be designed to provide work for the largest
number of unemployed wages were to be higher than relief
had been under the direct dole but not high enough to encour-
age workers to reject employment in private industry it was
intended that approved projects should not be competitive with
private enterprise 24

president roosevelt s message stated the deseret news
was gratifying and was received with marked approval and
enthusiasm the message is of a spirit and character to
take fear and despair out of the hearts of the people and put
courage faith and confidence in their place 25 nevertheless
the probable implementation of the president s message
through congressional legislation led church officials to warn
members to prepare for the day when federal emergency re-
lief assistance would be cut off president J reuben clarkdarkoark
jr said that the former policy of giving something for noth-
ing had created precedents which spelled trouble ahead for
both communities and individuals commending the govern-
ment for its new relief policy president clarkdarkoark added that the
ideal policy was one of working for what we receive 26

when the works progress administration was established
in 1935 every attempt wasvas made to get it into full operation
before the winter of 193519361935 1936 many felt that another hard
winter could be avoided if those entrusted with the spending
of 4800000000 in works funds show the proper initiative
and determination in attacking their task 27 nevertheless al-
though federal relief work projects under such agencies as the

241bidibid
25ibid25ibid january 7 1935
261bid261bidibid february 6 1935
371271271bidbisibidbid october 23 1935
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works progress administration public works administration
national youth administration and civilian conservation
corps increased in activity and more persons were employed
the relief demands from state and local governments asserting
their inability to carry the load were such that the plan to
end federal dole was never fully executed

during the winter of 193519361935 1936 however it seemed clear
that the administration in washington fully expected to end
federal direct relief assistance it was at first announced that
all direct federal relief payments would end on july 1 1936
this plan was now definite 28 because of claims by states
and local governments that they were not in a position to as-
sume the heavy burden of direct relief this plan was later
modified to provide that federal aid to those not working on
relief projects would be cut by 50 percent still later it was
stated that federal relief through the federal emergency re-
lief administration would cease in november 1935 all em-
ployableployable men were to be put to work under the works pro-
gress administration and all direct relief would be turned
over to the states and counties 29

it seems clear that this intended shift of the burden of re-
lief from the federal government to the states and localities
was the immediate factor which led LDS officials to
announce the church security program in april 1936 aware
that the local governments in utah and surrounding states
were not in a position to assume a large burden of this nature
the church established the security program to assure that at
least its own faithful members were taken care of where
preparation is being made to meet this problem the reduction
of federal reliefsrelieflrereliefliefl it was stated there will be but little diffi-
culty but where no preparation has been made suffering
difficulties and bloodshed are not remote possibilities 30 the
latter reference may have been prompted by a riot at the
federal emergency relief administration headquarters in salt
lake city when a crowd of about 200 unemployed and police
officers demonstrated against the intended slash in relief
oh I1 pray you my brethren and sisters who are the dole

281bid281bidibid april 10 1936
291bid291ibbidbisid august 22 1936
IbidboibidboividBo june 1 1937 joseph L wirthlin church watches temporal As

well As spiritual welfare deseret news church section august 17 1940
p 1
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said apostle melvin J ballard get off relief just as soon as
you can if you don t you will be thrown off and it will be
a sorry day when that time comes get ofofff and get on your
own feet 31

when elder ballard warned church members to quit relief
before they were thrown off some interpreted this to in-
clude the benefits provided under the federal social security
act of 1935 when asked if he meant legal pensions under
the social security act elder ballard replied no not at
all 3212 church officials seem to have classified public aid un-
der two general plans direct relief and earned benefits direct
relief consisted of old age assistance aid to dependent chil-
dren aid to adult blind and general relief under the social
security act these programs were administered through the
state and county welfare departments with the federal govern-
ment providing approximately half of the necessary funds
earned benefits included receipts from employment on federal
work projects unemployment insurance or compensation and
old age and survivor s insurance unemployment com-
pensationpensation and old age and survivor s insurance benefits were
of course financed from payroll taxes on employers and em-
ployeesployees church members were counseled against seeking or
accepting direct relief likely to be cut but were encouraged
to accept earned benefits likely to be permanent 33

those members who had accepted or would be forced to
accept direct relief were to be cared for under the church
security program aged persons who were not covered by old
age and survivor s insurance and who had no other means
of support would contribute funds and labor to the security
program in their productive years and then draw it out after
retirement or when they became incapacitated under the
church plan many old persons could also earn their welfare
by doing vicarious work for the dead in one of the church s

temples
there was no intimation in these announcements that the

church was opposed to the work relief measures of the new
deal in june 1936 two months after the church plan hadbad

310neone hundred sixth semiannualsemi annual conference of the church
october 2 3 4 1935 salt lake city p 50

ikid321fidibidbidfis deseret news september 23 1936
LDS33lds church welfare handbook of instructions salt lake city 1944

ppap 606260 62
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been announced a deseret newsnelesnebynemy editorial stated of course
it would be impossible to cut off the flow of recovery funds
immediately the unemployed must not be permitted to
starve 34 indeed presiding bishop cannon found it necessary
to explain to church members that there had been some mis-
understanding in utah regarding the federal appropriations
the so called dole he said was abandoned in 1935 and

replaced by work relief for all able bodied persons in need
and by direct relief for those who are incapacitated 35 it was
not the purpose of the church to take members off WPA pro-
jects but simply to encourage them to be scrupulous in doing
an honest day s work for a day s pay 36

the sequence of events at the time of its establishment
makes it clear that the church security program was essential-
ly a reaction to the prospective curtailment of federal relief
each time there was uncertainty as to the amount and extent
of federal relief assistance the church renewed its efforts to
strengthen its own program of relief

speaking to the general conference of the relief society
president J reuben clarkdarkoark jr pointed out that the relief needs
of the latter day saints rose and fell with the business cycle
by 1936 he said with government relief to be cut down ap-
preciablypreciably in the near future a much greater burden is to fall
on church and private organizations and the relief society will
have to devote its greatest energy to its prime objective of suc-
coring the needy 37 A contemporary statement of the first
presidency added that the curtailment of federal aid which
is now forecast makes it imperative that the church shall so
far as it is able meet this emergency 38

V

the church security program as outlined in april 1936
was designed to help out the worthy poor by establishing
agricultural and factory enterprises which would provide work
for the unemployed and produce goods which could be used
by the poor and by establishing a chain of storehouses to

34 34deseretdeseret news june 9 1936
350ne hundred seventh semiannualsemi annual conference of the church

october 2 3 4 1936 salt lake city p 84
deseret news april 7 1936

371bid371fidibidbid april 3 1936
381bid381bidibid april 7 1936
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which goods produced by these projects would be taken and
where food would be made available to the poor or to their
bishops the central agencies inin establishing and managing
these production and distribution enterprises were those which
had long been set up to look after the temporal welfare of
the mormonscormonsMormons the ward bishopricsbishoprickbishoprics the men s priesthood
quorumsquorums and the women s relief societies contributions
were to consist primarily of donations of labor and supplies to
the various wards and stakes the regular sources of tithes
and fast offerings were of particular importance the surplus
foodstuffs and other products raised in one area were to be
transported to deficit areas which in turn produced other sur-
plus crops for exchange indeed through this form of labor
and commodity donation some 70 percent of all church se-
curity requirements were produced by the church and only 30
percent had to be purchased through commercial channels 39

every attempt was made to keep dollar costs at a minimum
no cash value was placed upon labor A man was paid accord-
ing to his needs ieie a man with dependents would be given
more than a man with no dependents

the underlying principle of the assistance program said
an official description of the program is that one gives what
one has and gets what one needs 40 the assistance was to be
given primarily to those whose resources were inadequate and
to those to whom public work had not brought relief 41 out-
right relief said the first presidency should not be extended
as charity except to the sick or disabled and able bodied mem-
bers should not have to be embarrassed by accepting charity

except as a last resort 42

thus the three main objectives of the church security
plan were 1 1 to supply food clothing and shelter to those
who were unable to otherwise obtain these necessities 2 to
find employment for all able bodied members who were un-
employed 3 to improve the conditions of employed mem-
bers whose meager incomes provided only the bare necessities
of life employment to idle able bodied persons was furnished

ss39deibertDelbert L stapley the lords plan salt lake city 1956 p 7
4040helpinghelping others to help themselves the story of the mormon church

welfare program salt lake city 1941 p 8

4deseretdeseret news september 2 1935
42detererdeseret42deseret news church section september 2 1933 p 1
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through a large number of make work projects supplement-
ing the work projects of the federal government 43

an objective of equal importance was the stress on spirit-
uality 44 thus officials strove to instill attitudes toward ma-
terial goods which were in harmony with prime latter day
saint virtues ieie industry and thrift church members who
accepted relief which they did not really need were regarded
as involving themselves in a form of dishonesty and greed by
encouraging people where possible to decline government re-
lief and work for their own economic welfare the church was
helping members to cultivate honesty sympathy service a love
of fellowmenlowmenfel and a willingness to give 45 work it was stress-
ed was not only a basis of economic advancement but also a
moral virtue true wealth said church officials could be pro-
duced only through the intelligent application of human in-
dustry to natural resources all the materials of life both the
necessities and comforts were products of human labor thus
it was a moral as well as an economic necessity that every
person be put to work that people should be thrifty for waste
was an evil second only to idleness and that people should
live within their means economic prosperity requires that
men go without things rather than to go into debt for them 46

As with the church individuals should avoid a hand to mouth
existence by storing goods for a year in advance in this man-
ner no emergency would catch them unprepared

the idea of work relief was so pertinent to the church re-
lief program that the president of the church heber J grant
said that the primary purpose of the plan was that the

curse of idleness would be done away with the
evils of a dole abolished and independence industry thrift
and self respect be once more established amongst our
people the aim of the church is to help the people to help
themselves work is to be re enthroned as the ruling prin-
ciple of the lives of our church membership 47

43johnjohn A widtsoeWidtsoe agriculture and the church security program
improvement era january 1938 p 8

44bowen44bowen the church welfare plan p 52 address of david 0 mckay
in one hundred seventh semiannualsemi annual conference october 2 3 4 1936
p 103

45j reuben clarkdarkoark jr church welfare plan A discussion a talk given
at estes park colorado june 20 1939 salt lake city 195919391195911939 p 5 et
passim

463thethe church welfare plan improvement era june 1938 ppap 352353352 353
470neone hundred seventh semiannualsemi annual conference october 2 3 4

1936 p 3
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the exact number of persons to be helped was not known but
it was thought that it might run as high as 15000 the plan
intended that those now on WPA projects shall continue on
these projects making sure to give a full day s work for value
received but they are expected to contribute of their time when
not so employed to the carrying out of the plan 48

in contrast with the statements later made about it the
church security program was not ultraconservativeultra conservative in many
ways the church program actually supplemented parts of the
new deal for example both the new deal and the church
instigated resettlement programs in order to make better use
of productive land in western canada members were trans-
ported from unproductive land to fertile areas where they
could become self sustaining in some areas land was opened
up for purchase young men who wanted to farm but who
lacked the funds with which to purchase farms were assisted
by the program aid was also given in obtaining implements
and seed a plan not unlike the new deal longtermlong term low
interest loan and seed loan plans another feature of the pro-
gram was the vocational education provided for unskilled
workers 49

under the federal social security act as originally passed
the farmers were not covered and often had little to look for-
ward to in old age the LDS farm population especially
in idaho and utah were included in the church security pro-
gram by laboring on church projects during their productive
years later in old age they were entitled to receive welfare
assistance while the church encouraged elderly persons to re-
tain title to their homes and sufficient ground for a garden
and facilities for keeping livestock for milk and meat pur-
poses 50 these persons were expected to give the state a lien
against their home or property in order to secure government
pensions

utah s governor henry H blood a democrat said while
visiting california that the church program was an aid to the

already sound financial status of utah he called the church
plan a progressive step and added that the program was a
large undertaking but had a fine goal and would give a big

481bid481ibidbidfid also deseret news aphelapril 7 1936
what Is the eMmormonornon security program independence mo

1758193811938 ppap 9109 10
LDS church welfare handbook of instructions p 62
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lift to utah s relief problem 51 similarly salt lake s mayor
J will erwin also a democrat said that big cities and counties
were crippled financially and could not stand for a heavy cut
in federal relief that salt lake city was now in better shape
from an employment standpoint than other first class american
cities said the mayor was due to the church security pro-
gram 52

when church leaders stated that any activity or project
which tends in the direction of helping the people to help
themselves to a position of security is in harmony with the
great objectives of the plan 53 it was not illogical for latter
day saints to conclude that the PWA and WPA were such
harmonious projects

it is also clear that contemporary new deal officials did
not feel that the church was opposing federal relief efforts
details of the church s program were put into the congression-
al record may 25 1936 and in late may and early june
elder melvin J ballard of the council of the twelve who
was also first manager of the program met with utah s liberal
new deal senator elbert D thomas and president roose-
velt in washington to explain the church plan elder ballard
reported that the president gave his personal commendation of
the security program and promised full cooperation on the
part of the federal government apostle ballard went out of
his way to assure roosevelt that the church was anxious to
be in full cooperation with the government the motives be-
hind the church program he said were pride in caring for
church members and a sympathy for the unfortunate accord-
ing to the report not only did roosevelt endorse the program
but also expressed hope for its ultimate success he hoped
he said that the program might inspire other groups to do
something of a similar nature 54

VI

experience during the months after the announcement of
the church security program may not have merited the ex-
aggeratedag compliments paid by certain national magazines but
were nevertheless encouraging to the church in 19351955 church
appropriations for the care of the poor hospitalization and

5deseretdeseret news april 27 1937
521bid521ibfidbidid june 1 1937
53leessleeaslee church security retrospect introspect prospect p 206
5454deseretdeseret news tunejune 9 1936
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other charities had amounted to 183810 fast offerings
tithes and relief society contributions amounted to 402959402959402939
so that the total cash value of church welfare in 1935 was

586749 55 one year later after little more than six months
of the church security program charity for the care of the
poor amounted to 234019 fast offerings charitable contri-
butionsbut ions and relief society assistance totaled 554350 fast
offerings had risen 107 percent in the period total church
assistance to the poor was 788369 in addition 24450
was appropriated for the primary children s hospital and

50350 was collected from cash donations the total cash
value of the church welfare in 1936 was 1097188 in addi-
tion to cash assistance 2292 persons were provided with tem-
porary or permanent employment in private industry during
1936 A total of 3865 needy persons and 13712 who did not
need relief were given work in farming canning or sewing
for the church moreover the erection and improvement of
church buildings stimulated by larger contributions amounted
to 769473 appropriated by the general church and 513000
raised by the localities for a total of 1282473 in 1936 16565616.16

in the october 1937 general conference after eighteen
months of the church plan presiding bishop cannon reported
that tithes were increasing fast offerings were up 53 percent
over the six month period from april to october and the
amount dispersed to the needy through the church security
program was up 97 percent the number of persons assisted
by direct relief was 16163 and those helped on work relief
was 8110 this was an increase of 51 percent over the pre-
vious year 57 it was reported that a nonprofit financial organ-
izationization the cooperative security corporation had been in-
corporatedcorporated in april 1937 to handle the legal and financial
transactions of the church security program in 1938 as the
program began to establish more permanent progressive fea-
tures the name was changed to the church welfare plan by
1938 welfare expenditures had increased to 1827000 a
considerable part of which was cash and there was left on

550neone hundred sixth annual conference april 4 5 6 1936 salt
lake city p 3

560neone hundred seventh annual conference april 4 5 6 1937
ppap 343 4 bowen the church welfare plan p 34

oueone hundred eighth semiannualsemi annual conference october 1 2 3

1937 salt lake city ppap 454645 46
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hand at the end of 1938 some 127450 worth of preserved
foodstuffs clothing and fuel 58

in 1938 the deseret industries were instituted using dis-
carded goods and reprocessing them at church owned and
operated plants and factories the goods were marketed at

church owned deseret industries stores in the more populated
areas at less than normal retail prices for such items deseret
industries also provided employment for the unskilled and
handicapped

the church welfare program has found other uses since
the time of the depression president clarkdarkoark had spoken of
the possibility of war and of future depressions worse than
the one of the thirties and said that while many may have
believed that the security plan would end with economic re-
covery we are only at the beginning 59 in 1940 when the
war was underway in europe presiding bishop joseph L
wirthlin declared 1I do not hesitate in declaring that the
future will hold a greater need for it the welfare plan than
there has been in the past 60

the church welfare plan today owns and operates ap-
proximately 700 separate enterprises throughout the country
they include peanut farms and peanut butter factories in
texas cotton farms and grapefruit orchards and canneries in
arizona orange groves and canneries in southern california
apple orchards in washington pineapple and sugar planta-
tions in hawaii dairies and cheese plants in northern utah
salmon canneries in portland oregon a gelatin factory in
kansas city missouri a soap factory in salt lake city and
cattle ranches in wyoming they include some 32 fruit and
vegetable canneries as well as approximately 600 separate
farming projects producing a wide variety of crops sugar
beets hay beans peas soybeans and dairy poultry sheep
and hog farms the value of all welfare properties has never
been published but would aggregate more than 25000000
welfare projects produce 90 percent of all welfare needs in-
cluding such items as soap shoe polish bowl cleaner cloth-
ing blankets dairy products and canned fruit and vegetables
these are distributed to those in need through some 150

58ciarkclark church welfare plan A discussion p 19 deseret news april
22 1937

590neone hundred seventh annual conference april 4 5 6 1937 p 25
60wirthlin60wirthlin loche clreftcitcir
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bishops storehouses located at latter day saint centers
throughout the nation in this way some 90000 persons are
given approximately 6 million in cash and welfare products
each year the plan has furthered economic development by
establishing demonstration or model farms and industries
by providing gainful employment for church members other-
wise unemployed by utilizing in a productive way the leisure
time of employed members of the church and by salvaging
many consumer and producer goods which would otherwise
be wasted

VII
A continuation of traditional church policy toward the

problem of involuntary unemployment and economic disaster
adapted to the new needs and demands created by the de-
pression of the 1930 s the mormon church welfare plan was
not in essence a political move church leaders joined with
national leaders in proposing the abolition of the dole ieie
relief unaccompanied by a program of work at a time when
the nation began to suspend direct relief in favor of a pro-
gram of work relief the church proposed to mitigate suffer-
ing among its own members by instituting its own program
of work relief such action was welcomed by the administra-
tion in washington and followed with intense interest the
security program progressed satisfactorily and helped to ease
the relief burden of local units of government as the federal
government abandoned direct relief

it was perhaps too much to hope that in the heat of
political campaigning the mormon program would not be in-
volved conservative magazines praised the program as a wel-
come alternative to the new deal while liberal journals con-
demned it as being a politically inspired reactionism 61 it was
a disservice to the church as well as to the government to mis-
represent the plan in this way for many rejected the plan for
political reasons at a time when with proper support it might
have rendered yeoman service to families municipalities and
state governments those who belittled the program because
of its failure to remove all church members from federal re

6presidentpresident david 0 mckay reported in 1937 that the first presidency
had received a letter which accused the church of launching its security pro-
gram merely for political reasons replied president mckay there has
never been a more false accusation three years ago yes back as far as
ten years ago this plan was visioned deseret news church section feb-
ruary 13 1937 ppap 1 7
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lief rolls did not perceive that its primary object was simply
to assist its members in a time of dire emergency 62

621nin an address to regional church officials in may 1936 elder melvin J
ballard stated that the church security program was originally designed as a
stopgapstop gap to help in the transfer of members from government relief the ap-
propriations for which would soon cease to positions of permanency the
church said elder ballard was deeply concerned to help the government
and we are not criticizing or fighting the government the objective of the
church he said was to care adequately for those who were already on
church relief and to be in a position to care for those on government relief
when the heavy appropriations for relief ceased the church plan should be a
blessing to the government he added for the latter is striving to find a
practical way to stop its vast expenditures on relief deseret news may 9
1936



mouse in a furrow

sand dappled mouse in a furrow
his past his small burrow
his present three wind scattered seeds
his future obscured by a tangle of weeds
A sleek silent falcon

to whom the small scruffy silken
brown body s a knot in a skein
its unwindingswindingsun quite plain
for from just under the sun
his past present future s all one

jeannette morrellmorrel1
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CcurseI1urse upon a god
classical and elizabethan thought blended

CHARLOTTE wlnzelerWINZELER

one unusual result of ben jonson s lifelong zest for learn-
ing was his distinctive critical method intensely interested in
classical literature he blended classical thought with renaiss-
ance enthusiasm in a natural manner 1 he applied horatian
aristotelian critical theory to english literature not as a direct
imitator but as a mind thoroughly familiar with it fusing it
with his own ideas of beauty and structure his light satire
an execration upon vulcan is a playful tongue in cheek

curse on vulcan the roman god of fire whom jonson accuses
of intentionally burning the author s cherished library in both
form and content the poem illustrates this coalescence of
classical and elizabethan thought the product of a lifetime
of energetic study

the atmosphere in which jonson s judgment developed was
one charged with almost as richly varied stimuli as the hellenic
environment of aristotle old conceptions of the universe
were being shattered by discoveries of new countries and by
emerging science religious tenets were being challenged
landed aristocracies were being weakened by the increasingly
wealthy middle class the sanctions of moral and political
life were shifting from the supernatural and authoritative to
the rational and independent

there prevailed a sense of inadequacy of human know-
ledge consequent sensitivity to dualism and contradictions
concern with paradox as expressing complexity of truth be-
lief in wholesome effect of doubt conviction that where
knowledge falters a right life can supply the only confidence
known to man 2

christian dogmas were pitted against some basic needs of
mrs winzeler is an english instructor at bowling green state university

bowling green ohio
although jonson is frequently called jacobean his ideology is based on

elizabethan thought
2margaretcmargaret wiley the subtle knot cambridge harvard university press

1952 p 59
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man s nature and the result was questioning thought from
the midst of this struggle learned men welcomed the classical
optimism in man s inherent goodness as a clue to more mature
understanding of christianity the middle class showed great
faith in learning not only for economic and social advance-
ment but also as a means of religious salvation for since
reason understanding and will were believed to be in the
upper hierarchy of the brain their development was sup-
posedly conducive to growth of one s righteous will 3 to such
stimuli jonson responded enthusiastically

As a child he had experienced tension creating controversy
between a bricklaying stepfather who valued work done with
his hands and young ben s thoughts of his own deceased
father a minister descended from gentry who wanted him to
become well versed in latin in addition to this jonson him-
self had had a fairly unstable childhood personality as evi-
denced by his constant need for recognition and the habit of
boasting which stayed with him all his life fortunately he
compensated by a grim determination to show the world that
his study habits were of great value and the result was a rapid
advance to the position of leading poet of england his social
mobility gave him an emotionally detached knowledge of both
the middle and upper classes excellent equipment for satire
he emerged with an elaborate wit wrought out by his own in-
dustry 4 that this industry continued in full force was ob-

vious from the number of works he had in the process of com-
pletion at the age of fifty one when his library burned trans-
lation of horace s art of poesie with notes derived from
aristotle a grammar a story of his journey into scotland in
verse three books of history and religious poems following
his customary habit of boasting he implied they were worth
far more than the popular literature of his time and called
them some parts of search and mastry in the arts 5

critics who believed this statement of unpublished works
to be the main value of an execration upon vulcan have
missed jonson s main purpose A superficial reading does give

SEE M tillyardbillyardTil lyard the elizabethan world picture new york macmillan
1944 p 65

thomas fuller the worthies of england london blackfriarsblackfriarBlack friar press
1952az4zp 382

the poems of ben tonsonjonsonlonson ed bernard H newdigate london oxford
1936 an execration upon vulcan lines 8810388 103 hehereafterreatter found in text
within parentheses
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the impression of hodge podge see mceuen classical in-
fluence upon the tribe of ben p 46 but closer scrutiny re-
wards the discerning reader with humorous insights into the
popular taste of the seventeenth century the author looked
regretfully across the charred ruins of his own carefully select-
ed books to the material being read by the public had he
been given warning jonson moans he could have sent vulcan
reams of worthless writing to devour and he points out the
shoddy though popular works of his day

perhaps one reason the poem seems jumbled is that its
unusual form is not evident in the first reading following
his custom of fusing the classical and the elizabethan jonson
intertwined the forms of an anglican prayer of praise and a
classical satire the praise is of course parodied into a curse
on vulcan the roman god of fire who had burned his library
As in classical satires the poem moves from a statement of
vulcan s specific crime to a denunciation of the god and then
to a proclamation of his other crimes such as the burning of
the globe theater knitted into the poem is a facetious appeal
to reason which is typically seventeenth century

had I1 wrote treason there or heresieceresieheresie
imposture witchcraft charmes or blasphemieblasphemiesblasphemie

I1 had deservdesera st then thy consuming lookesbookes
perhaps to have been burned with my bookes

if none of these then why this fire or find
A cause before or leave me one behind

141726141714 172617 26 27

yet it ends with the satirist s curse the formal execration
which was so powerful a force in greek thought

pox on thee vulcan thy pandora s pox
and all the evils that flew out of her box

light on thee or if these plagues will not doo
thy wives pox on thee Bbesseesse Braughtonbraughton s too

212215212 215

there are other evidences of classical satires but also
striking differences classical satires were written for the
aristocracy this was written for the middle class who were
busy collecting books which jonson considered not worth
the paper they are written on use of the complete poem
as a curse and its address to a god rather than to the people
being satirizedsatirizessatirized differed greatly from the formal satires of the
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seventeenth century while most of the latter are semiserioussemi serious
poetry with a deadly serious purpose jonson s waggish poem
has a purpose considerably less caustic than its pose herford
and simpson state that it pleasantly simulates satiric invective

almost unmatched in verse of seriocomicserio comic bravery 6 any
reader who is conscious of johnson s profuse love of fun would
recognize it for what it is a continued haranguing as much
for the author s own pleasure as for his readers

thou mightstmightnt have yet enjoy d thy crucmeltiecrueltiecheltieeltieeitle
with some more thrift and more varietinevarietievarietie

thou mightstmightnt have had me perish piece by piece
to light tobacco or save roasted geese

sindgerindge caponscamons or poore piggesdigges froppingcropping their eyes
condemndcondemns me to the ovens with the pies

and so have kept me dying a whole age
not ravishdravishd all hence in a minutes rage 495649 56

the basic skeleton of an execration upon vulcan is a
prayer form of the elizabethan anglican church to which
jonson belonged A comparison of the poem s sections to
those of an ananglican9lican prayer of praise such as that written by
bishop andrews in preces Privaprivatteprwataeprivataetaejae 7 emphasizes not only the
parallel structures but jonson s jocosely inverted meaning
as well

1 adoration andrews attitude of humble respect
jonson thou lame god of fire 1

2 confession A I1 repent my sins
J what have I1 done to deserve such treatment

3 petition A request for personal help
J request for vulcan s ruinruin of substitute material

4 thanksgiving A praise of god listing his blessings
J denunciation listing vulcansvilcansVulcans most devastating

acts

5 intercession A prayer for others
J why the whitehall and globe fires

6 praise A request for god s presence praise
J request for vulcansvilcansVulcans presence elsewhere curse

ec H herford and percy simpson ben jonsonlonsontonson vol VII oxford 1952
p 90

the form is most easily recognized in order where morning and even-
ing prayers shall be used liturgicsliturgies and occasional forms of prayer set forth
in the reign of queen elizabeth ed rev wm keatinge B D cambridge
1847 ppap 536153 61
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the parody follows traditional prayer form throughout the
address to the god the petition containing reasoned thought
the praise which in this case was reproach the recounting
of the god s blessings listing their most devastating ef-
fects the adoration revilement the request for god s pre-
sence elsewhere and the ending of praise the curse alt-
hough the poem would have benefited by the omission of the
god s grosser misdemeanors this confusing addition was nec-
essary because thanksgiving and intercession were integral
parts of seventeenth century anglican prayer

not only the poem s form but its content blends the
theories of such classical writers as horace martial or juvenal
with elizabethan vigor and originality classical literary theory
has been used as a guide to criticism of seventeenth century
literature jonson loved to call himself horace but he lacked
the subtle skill of his idol nevertheless it is to horace
that he is indebted for his basic idea that good literature
should be the product of consistent self correction necessary
for art 8

like horace he considered it beneficial for an author to
imitate the material of other skilled authors adding and
changing as he wishes the roman author s attitude toward
the function of poetry was to instruct by pleasing or as jonson
interpreted it to absorb the attention in order to communicate
a body of wisdom this is the reason jonson stated that the
learned library of don quixote 30 should be more fit for

the fire than his own it contained little wisdom perhaps he
felt a kinship to horace for one might easily assume that
morris was speaking of the seventeenth century poet rather
than the roman when he stated in his introduction to horace

the satires and epistles london 1909 p 13

for the work of the critic he was all the better qualified
because his own work was not inspired but was the result of
a consciousconscious process he had thought much of the choice of
words of the combination of the pharsescharsespharses of the enlargement
of vocabulary and all that he says on such things as weighty
with authority

jonson was one of the few elizabethan writers to realize
the necessity for using aristotle s thought to aid in under

eienshelenelen griffith the horatian strain in literature horace three
phases of his influence chicago 1936 p 105
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standing horace s literary theory it was a great loss that all
the old venusineVenusine in poetrieand lighted by the stageritestagiriteStagerite

888988 89 should have perished in the fire aristotle also origin-
ated the ideas of unity harmony and proportion which his
seventeenth century admirer was to expound

jonson believed his contemporaries could learn much from
martial about variety and dignity of form and attempted him-
self to write epigrams in all the variety of forms martial had
used this may have been the incentive for writing an execra-
tion instead of the customary satire from martial also came
jonson s idea that wit should arouse intellectual appreciation
primarily and an emotional reaction only secondarily 9 his atti-
tude toward the heathen abominations talmud and alcoran
and those following 647064 70 is similar to that in juvenal s

satire as is the gloomy critical attitude toward the burning of
whitehall and the globe 1547154 7 131311511

jonson whom herford and simpson label the chief of
jacobean humanists 11II11 343 drew his pattern of what
ought to be from what had been done well previously and
scrutinized classical literature for clues it could give to better
techniques of writing he reacted as a disciplined classical
scholar to the watery sweetness of amadis de gaule 28 and
other similar works following horace s theory that poetry
should have improvement of society as its principal aim jon-
son looked for sermonizingsermon izing in literature he believed liter-
ature like painting should abstain from vice lest they spoil
men s manners while attempting to better their minds 10

were jonson alive today he would be viciously attacking
modern books in which exploitation of sex covers a deficiency
of subject matter for his moral judgment was based not on
the conventional christian attitude but on the belief that vir-
tue lay in the improvement of one s thought and that sin lay in
ignorance and stupidity baum p 33 literature therefore
should be the product of and stimulant for great intellectual
energy it should induce not reverie but intellectual interest
not romantic rhapsody but humane concern discoveries
p 58 thus we can readily understand his disgust with
the whole summe of errant knighthood with the dames

gpaulspaul nixon martial and the modern epigram new york 1927
p 164

helen watts baum the satiric and the didactic in ben Jonlonbonnontonjansonsjonsonslonsonssonsyons poetry
chapel hill 1947 p 31
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the dwarfDwarfeses the charmed boates and the enchanted
wharfeswharves 656765 67 the melodious soft poetry he repudiated
lacked too much of the sterner stuff which his mind demand-
ed in 1623 such literary criticism was startlingly different for
most authors were placing heavy emphasis on artistic method

through close association with the classics jonson realized
that to be remarkable wit must contain more than mere word-
play and would gladly have offered spun out riddles 32
to satiate vulcan s appetite however classical restraints
could not dim jonson s appreciation of elizabethan exuber-
ance in wit this energetic exbricklayer thoroughly enjoyed
startling his readers with extreme statements which masked
a barb such as

see the world s ruinesbruines nothing but the piles
left and wit since to cover it with tiles

the brethren they streight nois d it out for newes
twas verily some relique of the stewesskewes

136140136 140

his comprehension of beauty in literature as in life lay
primarily in his appreciation of the underlying symmetry he
searched for similarities and bonds between the various planes
of existence the divine the universal the national and the
individual tillyardbillyardTil lyard p 69 in poetry he found beauty orof
order representative of the patterns he found in the numerous
aspects of life such emphasis upon structure is evident in his
discoveries wherein jonson recommends that a piece of

writing be knitted together with each part having such a rela-
tion to the whole that if it were taken away the whole would
either be changed or destroyed p 85 the anagrams
acrostics and such pretensions as A paire of scisars and a
combe in verse 343834 38 he abhorred because they subjected
the thought to an unnatural useless form

paramount in his idea of beauty also was a concern for
the choice of language like horace he believed an author
should choose his words carefully weighing their effect he
preferred simple words in a natural syntax rather than pre-
tentioustentious words note the simplicity in the poem s opening

and who to me this thou lame lord of fire
what had I1 done that might call on thine ire

I1 ne re attempted vulcan gainst thy life
nor made least line of love to thy loose wife 1256
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however jonson s demand for a natural did not mean a
limited diction his zeal for study prompted an enthusiasm
for beautiful new words or forgotten words which fitted the
tone of a poem drydendryden works of john drydendry den ed scott
salsbury london 1892 p 737 noted that jonson witnessed
and aided not only a tremendous growth in vocabulary but
also progress toward uniformity in grammar pronunciation
and spelling the seventeenth century critic realized that lan-
guage was constantly changing but he differed from our mod-
ern view in that he felt the change should be stopped it was
this desire for stability that he had in mind when he wrote the
grammar to teach the puritiepuritis of language 92 herford
and simpson found that owing to his habit of searching for
perfection he valued brevity terseness and emphasis 11II11 412
consequently linguistic satire was a natural form of expression
for jonson himself for example

had I1 fore knowneknowle of this thy least desire
thave held a triumph or a feast of fire

especially in paper that that steamesteade
had tickled thy large nosthrillnosthrill many a reame

to redeemeredeemed mine I1 had sent in enough
thou shouldstshouldshouldntst have cry d and all been proper stuffesauffe

586358 63

I1 suggest that the playful poem an execration upon
vulcan fuses classical and seventeenth century thought into
a judgment of literature far superior to others of that time
jonson s lifelong habits of energetic deliberation are directly
responsible drummond in recording the former s conver-
sations during his scottish visit stated where he refers to
poetry in general he speaks as the habitual critic concerned
to maintain a scale of values in literary appreciation in de-
fiance of the world s indifference and according to aristotle
distinguish between poet and verser 11 at a time when few
were critical this boisterous humorist led england toward a
clearer understanding of literary values

ralph S walker ben Jonloniontonjansonsjonsonslonsonsfonsionssons timber or discoveries syracuse 1953
p 127



the sheriff of powder river
DAVID D GEDDES

there is still something endearing about the cussedness of
grandpa those less close to him described him as the mean-
est man that ever lived his grandchildren nephews and
nieces regarded him with a peculiar awe for he was a teller
of tall tales a fighter of wicked indians and a gold mine
prospector who knew the secret locations of a dozen mines
all bearing nuggets the size of a pullet s egg like the nugget
which always hung from his watch fob what grandma felt
she never told us but there was a certain bliss or peace about
her the time she got a forty eight hour rest from being with
the meanest man on earth

it started on a saturday night before halloween in the
little town of powder river in eastern oregon the music
from the saturday night barn dance had lulled me to sleep
several hours earlier but the noise had grown louder and
finally awakened me it sounded like a big commotion over at
jarman s livery stable I1 could hear grandpa grumbling to
grandma from their bed in the next room I1 slipped out of
the covers tiptoed over to the window and kneeled down
stretching my head toward jarman s livery stable I1 watched
the flickering lights filtering through the cracks of the old
building suddenly there were voices shouting and several
high pitched screams someone bolted out through the livery
stable door running toward our house I1 watched until he
vaulted over our front gate then I1 jumped back pulling the
starched curtains in front of me he banged on the front door

sheriff he shouted sheriff wake up you re needed
real bad over at the dance

grandpa was awake in the next room but didndian t answer
the banging on the front door grew louder

luther perkins wake up the man outside continued
pee wee marshall s got a broken beer bottle over at the

dance and he s gonna cut the guts outa wilmer ogg if you
don t get over there and stop him

dr geddes is professor of physical education and health at brigham
young university
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william grandpa shouted to me who in the hell is it
and what does he want go on out there and let him in

1I ran to the front door and unlocked it stepping back as
elmer fosnot rushed past me into the living room

it s elmer grandpa I1 shouted elmer fosnot was a
hired hand for big bill buchanan and called the dances on
saturday night

grandpa walked out of the bedroom carrying a kerosene
lamp he stood there barefooted in his long nightgown slow-
ly turning up the flame of the lamp

what the hell are you bothering me this time a night
for grandpa asked angrily

elmer told grandpa how pee wee marshall and wilmer
ogg had got drunk and started fighting over at the dance
and that they got pretty mean and called each other a lot of
dirty names he said that pee wee had broken a beer bottle
and threatened to cut wilmer s guts out right on the spot and
everybody at the dance said that someone better run right
over to the sheriff s and bring him back to handle the ruckus
that pee wee and wilmer were causing

grandpa told elmer that pee wee and wilmer were good
friends and that they weren t going to hurt anyone and elmer
had an awful time getting grandpa to go with him for what
he said was his rightful duty

grandpa went back into the bedroom cussingbussing at everything
and put on his shoes and pants he was strapping on his gun
when he came out again

let s get the hell over there grandpa shouted to show
his authority as he slapped the holster of his gun the
sooner I1 get this over with the sooner I1 can get back to bed

they hurried out the front door and down the steps
can I1 go too grandpa I1 shouted after him
hell no you can t go he said that dance ain t no fit

place for a kid your age get back in there to bed
grandpa and elmer were half way down to jarman s when

grandma shouted from her bed william get in here to bed

ill be careful grandma I1 said as I1 jumped down from
the porch and ran through the gate ill be careful

I1 got there just as grandpa and elmer were entering the
livery stable door I1 ran around to the back window where
id watched lots of dances before and saw elmer ogg climb
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ing the haylofthay loft ladder with pee wee marshall right behind
him a broken bottle in his hand wilmer looked pretty scared
and lots of women were screaming bloody murder grandpa
took one look at pee wee and wilmer and drew his gun he
pointed it up in the air above the two men the women
screamed louder than ever but grandpa shot the gun straight
up and didndian t even come close to pee wee and wilmer
the shot exploded with such a noise that everyone stopped
screaming and wilmer and pee wee stopped climbing

pee wee you drop that bottle and get your big fanny
down here right now grandpa said and wilmer you get
right down from there too

pee wee and wilmer climbed down and looked pretty
sheepish they started laughing and said that they really
didndian t mean any harm and were just having a little fun
grandpa said that like hell they were having a little fun and
that they could just have a little fun by cooling off in jail for
a few days wilmer didndian t take too kindly to grandpa s re-
marks because he said that it was all pee wee s fault pee
wee said he d be damned if he d spend any time in that jail
especially the old town jail where that drunken indian had
died a few years back grandpa still had hold of his gun
and pee wee and wilmer kept looking at it as if they would
run hell bent for election if grandpa didndian t have it and wasngasn t
waving it in their faces grandpa told them that they were
going to jail and that was all there was to it and suddenly
pee wee started to run for the door bruce Orburton headed
him off and tackled him around the ankles several of the
men being already good and mad at pee wee and wilmer
got a rope and tied him up then they all took pee wee and
wilmer to the jail pee wee cussed all the way and wilmer
just said he wanted another drink grandpa locked them up
and everyone laughed as pee wee and wilmer cussed grandpa
with quite a string of cuss words that idfd never heard before
everyone laughed at peee wee and wilmer cussingbussing until they
were blue in the face grandpa said that they would just stay
in there and cool their heels for two weeks if they didndian t watch
what they were saying

grandpa and the men were laughing and carrying on when
they left the jail and walked back over to the dance when
they got there the dance was lively again and someone said
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that grandpa deserved a drink and grandpa thought he did
too so he tipped up a bottle and began drinking I1 went
home because there wasngasn t much to interest me and besides
I1 had seen grandpa drinking before and that never was very
interesting so I1 walked home and went to bed

grandma said something scolding me as I1 crawled in
through my window about an hour later grandpa stumbled
up onto the front porch and opened the front door I1 heard
each of his heavy boots fall to the floor as he took them off
grandma said something to him and grandpa cussed her for
a long time and then bragged about how he had captured pee
wee and wilmer single handed and taken them to jail pretty
soon he went to sleep and so did 1I

the next morning I1 was sitting in the front yard playing
mumble peg when I1 saw old lady comer making a beelinebee line
for our front gate I1 stuck my knife into the grass with a left
handed over the world since it was almost noon it didndian t
surprise me to see old lady comer for she had a nose for
grandma s cooking and an appetite to go along with it she
was always arriving at someone s house just in time for dinner

old lady comer was a grass widow and surprisingly
skinny for the amount she ate most of all she was very hard
of hearing to make up for being nearly deaf as some deaf
people do she had developed a habit of talking very loud
grandma always had to shout at the top of her lungs to make
the old woman hear what she had said

good morning william she shouted to me as she
marched right up the front porch steps

hullo missus comer I1 mumbled and did another lefleftt
handed over the world

yoo hoo katie are you home she shouted through the
front screen door I1 picked up my knife closed the blade and
walked slowly up the steps of the front porch grandma
shuffled into the front room from the kitchen wiping her
hands on her apron

come on in matilda grandma smiled and sit a spell
1 I m just getting pa s dinner on the table he s got to take
wilmer ogg and pee wee marshall s dinner down to the
jail so I1 m a feeding him a little early

1I hear they caused quite a ruckus over at the dance last
night old lady comer said and then she cackled like a
chicken with the fits
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grandma smiled at the old woman but grandpa never did
he always cussed her for all he was worth and called her

every name inin the book especially when she couldncoulden t hear
him or was too far away to read his lips

I1 opened the screen door with my foot and slipped into
the front room grandpa was sitting in his rocking chair read-
ing a newspaper the old hickory chair creaked with his
weight as he rocked back and forth

good morning luther old lady comer shouted as she
noticed grandpa her voice reflected warmness as it always
did whenever she just happened to drop over in time for din-
ner grandpa kept rocking back and forth staring hard at
the folded top half of his paper

good morning yourself you skinny old witch grandpa
mumbled without turning his head or looking up from the
newspaper for he knew of her knack of reading lips 1I see
you dragged your carcass over her to eat off n us again

what s that you say luther the old woman shouted as
she walked around to where she could see his face

1I said it s a damn nice day ain t it missus comer
grandpa shouted he leaned over and spat a big gob of
tobacco juice toward the spittoon at the bottom of the old pot-
bellied franklin stove she jumped back out of the way but
grandpa s aim was true and the familiar twang of tobacco
juice splattered against brass

old lady comer turned to follow grandma into the
kitchen As she did grandpa slid his reading glasses down
his big nose and muttered go on home you damn old
scarecrow fore I1 sic my dogs on you

old lady comer turned and smiled what s that luther
whatd you say
grandpa stood up and walked into the kitchen smiling

artificially it s nice weather ain t it he shouted
old lady comer smiled right back at grandpa it sure

is luther she said what s that you ve made katie she
asked curiously as she turned her attention toward the cook
stove

oh this is just my old apple cobbler grandma replied
knowing full well that old lady comer had seen her make it
a dozen times would you care for some matilda

oh now katie I1 don t want to put you out old lady
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comer replied as she sat down quickly across the table from
grandpa he was just dumping the last of four spoonfuls of
gravy on his mashed potatoes

like hell you don t want to put us out you skinny old
goat grandpa muttered with amazing clarity not taking his
mouth away from a slice of bread

what s that luther old lady comer shouted as she
reached for an ear of corn

1 I said how s that sick calf of yours doing grandpa
shouted as he watched the old woman shove a whole slice of
buttered bread into her mouth old lady comer continued
stuffing food in like the seven year locusts were coming to
gobble up everything before she got her share

1 I hope you choke to death grandpa said reaching for
the apple cobbler

that s nicenice luther old lady comer smiled apparently
catching something different she filled her plate with mashed
potatoes and gravy and reached for another large ear of corn

1 I do think ill try a little dab of your potatoes and gravy
katie and a little ear of corn your corn has been so good
this year

As 1I sat beside grandpa I1 watched her eat she clackedblacked
her store bought teeth and shoveled the food into her mouth
in big heaping forkfullsforkfulls when the plate was empty she took
another piece of bread and wiped up the gravy that she had
been unable to get with her fork she belched contentedly

belch your damn head off you old turkey neck grandpa
said getting up from the table gimmegamme that food katie I1

gotta get down to the jail with it
what s that you say luther the old lady asked

1 I said come over again he shouted when you can stay
longer grandpa walked out through the back door carrying
a tray of food for pee wee marshall and wilmer ogg

I1 quickly grabbed a slice of bread buttered it dabbed two
spoonfuls of strawberry jam on it folded it over and ran
after grandpa I1 could hear grandma calling after me to
come back but I1 pretended that I1 didndian t hear and raced after
grandpa whose big strides already had taken him down past
the old vacant lot

he turned around as he heard me coming and said
william you get on home right now
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I1 caught up with him gulping down the bread
please grandpa I1 begged can t I1 go with you

he looked down at me contemplating an answer then he
gave me the tray to hold and cut off a chew of tobacco from
a red star plug plopping it into his mouth we started
walking again and I1 tried to match his big steps stride for
stride

111 I1 don t allow no kids around that jail he said and spat
at a grasshopper

please grandpa I1 begged
1I said you ain t goin and that s final he said
then can I1 just walk as far as the pool room I1 asked

he looked at me half smiling half frowning
all right he said you can go as far as the pool room

and then you skedaddle right back home do ya hear
I1 was pleased with the compromise and happier still when

he said I1 could keep carrying the tray of food
we crossed the street and started across a vacant lot where

mr pugh always pastured a few goats As we approached
the goats one little billy tied to a stake with about thirty feet
of rope came bucking over toward us grandpa stopped and
so did I1 and we looked at the goat it bucked toward grandpa
and looked him straight in the eye the little goat bleatedbleared
baa and grandpa spat a big gob of tobacco juice right into

his face the goat blinked and bleatedbleared baa again and
grandpa said now hump up and bawl you bearded baboon

we left the bewildered goat on pugh s lot and crossed
main street stopping in front of the pool room grandpa took
the tray from me and said get on home william if I1 catch
you up town when I1 get back from the jail ill tan your hide

I1 knew he meant it so I1 found an old tin can and kicked it
all the way home

that night we waited supper on grandpa who had not
yet returned from the jail I1 asked grandma where she sup-
posed he was 1 I don t know william she replied softly
probably off drunk somewhere again

the next morning I1 could smell bacon frying and the
sweet aroma of coffee clear through my bed covers I1 walked
into the kitchen where grandma was putting a batch of baking
powder biscuits into the oven I1 yawneddawned hard silencing the tea
kettle as I1 did did grandpa come home last night I1 asked
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1I haven t seen hide nor hair of him she said rather
pleasantly this wasngasn t the first time that grandpa had stayed
out all night long

at least he didndian t get drunk in town she said because
no one has seen him since he went to the jail yesterday with
pee wee s and wilmerwinnerwiimer s dinner she checked the baking
powder biscuits in the oven maybe he went off to wing
ville with those roper boys again she said

all that day grandma whistled contentedly as she busied
herself with a dozen tasks she sneaked out the mail order
catalog from its secret hiding place worked on a new dress
for herself and even walked over to old lady comer s for
a little visit grandpa didndian t come home that night either

it was nearly noon the next day while I1 was whittling on a
soft piece of yellow pine that big bill buchanan rode up on
his bay mare big bill lived on down the road from us and
was real friendly with everyone in town

where s your grandma william he asked stopping
the mare at our gate

she s in the house I1 think I1 replied walking over to the
gate to admire the mare grandma I1 shouted big bill s

here I1 stroked the mare s sleek black mane as we waited
for an answer

1I guess she s down at the chicken house big bill I1 said
ill go and fetch her

I1 ran down past the coops rushing inside the chicken
house several white leghorn hens flew off their nests past
grandma who was gathering eggs in her apron

william
grandma big bill s here he s out front

she asked me what he wanted and I1 said I1 didndian t know and
she said that she would take the eggs in the house and then
talk with him when she came out the front door big bill
was getting a drink out of the pump

hello katie he said
hello big bill grandma smiled what can I1 do for

you
big bill wiped his mouth with the back of his shirt sleeve

1 I found luther he said he s been locked up in jail for
two days he began laughing it s the funniest damn thing
I1 ever heard of he laughed wiping his face his laughter
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increased to a roar and before he could say anything more
tears were streaming down his face and he had to take out his
big red handkerchief to wipe his eyes and blow his nose he
finally stopped laughing and told grandma how grandpa had
taken pee wee and wilmer their dinner and how pee wee
grabbed grandpa s gun as wilmer twisted his arm behind his
back and got his keys away from him then they locked
grandpa in the jail and ate their dinner while grandpa cussed
his head off big bill said that grandpa screamed his lungs
out until he was hoarse trying to make someone hear him but
because the jail was clear out in the middle of the old smurth-
waite pasture no one heard him big bill said that it wasngasn t un-
til pee wee s little sister darlene came by the jail thinking
that pee wee was still there that grandpa was able to let any-
one know that he was locked in jail little darlene stopped
big bill and told him about grandpa being locked in jail and
he rode over to see grandpa after big bill had a good
laugh grandpa told him to go on down to get an extra set
of keys from grandma

grandma saddled a horse and let me jump on behind her
and we rode over to the jail with big bill he unlocked the
door and let grandpa out grandpa cussed grandma for a
long time saying that she ought to have sense enough to know
where he was and why in the hell didndian t she come looking for
him when grandma said that she thought that he was just
off drunk again grandpa cussed her some more

that evening after a supper during which grandpa didndian t
say a word he started a fire in the franklin stove when the
kindling was burning well he threw on a big cherry knot the
old iron stove soon took on a dull red glow grandpa settled
back in his old black rocker and took out his knife he peeled
a big winesap apple and sliced off a piece I1 sat on the floor
watching him as he carved off chunks around the core stuff-
ing each piece into his mouth I1 looked up at him

can I1 have the core grandpa
there ain t gonna be no core he said

I1 sat at his feet with a dejected look and he winked at me
it was then that I1 realized that it would take more than forty
eight hours in jail to take the cussedness out of my grandpa



sunset

sure purty ain t it
his words called out across the grass could only
desecrate the truth and desecrate my thoughts and mood

but what words then

how define that lovely light
chiaroscuro in technicolor
on edge of clouds a redgoldred gold glow that makes my mountains

glow
refracted light from sun on edge of mist
light wavering at upward to seven thousand A s per second
beauty because we re there to see

no words there are none
none could catch and hold a sky thus caught
and held by light caught and held to catch
and hold my breath to catch and hold in awe
the sweep of sky and eye

and if no words there s only he and 1I
and all the rest we see we sense we come to know
and love the light that play of holy light

words fail
the light fades now he s long since gone
but like the light he still reverberatesreverberatedreverberates
sure purty ain t it

marden J clarkdarkoark
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view ofj the hebrews substitute
for inspiration

SPENCER J PALMER AND WILLIAM L KNECHT

recent imputations against joseph smith contain the charge
that the isaiah chapters of the book of mormon were purloined
by the prophet from a popular book first published in 1823
by a protestant clergyman named ethan smith under the title
view of the hebrews exhibiting the destruction of jerusalem
the certain restoration of judah and israel the present state
of judah and israel and an address of the prophet isaiah
relative to their restoration joseph smith s detractors look
upon this alleged act of plagiarism as a betrayal of his claim
of a sacrosanct origin of the book of mormon

writers like fawn M brodie and G T harrison approach
these isaiah parallels with particular rejoicing and ridicule 2

to quote brodie
in writing the early portion of the book the book

of mormon his joseph smith s literary reservoir frequent-
ly ran dry when this happened he simply arranged for his
nephite prophets to quote from the bible thus about
twentyfivetwenty five thousand words in the book of mormon consist
of passages from the old testament CHIEFLY THOSE
CHAPTERS FROM ISAIAH MENTIONED IN ETHAN
SMITHS VIEW OF THE HEBREWS 3 emphasis
added

fortunately this allegation can be tested empirically in
an effort to judge the validity of the charge we have taken the
so called isaiah portion of the book of mormon ie II11

spencer J palmer is assistant professor of history and religious instruction
at brigham young university william L knecht is an attorney at law in
berkeley california

printed by smith & shute at poultney vt in two editions 1823 and 1825
2thisathishis is not to say that harrison and brodie are of the same scholastic

stripe harrison s cormonsmormons are peculiar people new york vantage press
inc 1954 often reaches the absurd his tongue in cheek style is undisturbed
by documentation brodie on the other hand takes her project seriously and
uses footnotes regularly in her book no man knows my history the life of
joseph smith the mormon prophet new york alfred A knopf 1946 but
see hugh nibley no ngammaam thatsthais not history salt lake city bookcraft
publishers 1946

brodie 58
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nephi and recorded every identifiable reference allusion
quotation near or partial quotation in it from isaiah be-
cause isaiah repeats himself or rather repeats allusions
sometimes there is more than one isaiah reference in any par-
ticular verse in II11 nephi eg 11II nephi 72 is a quotation
isaiah 502 and has identifiable reference to isaiah 6512

and 664.664664 we have limited the count to one identification
unless it is in a verse common to both view of the hebrews
and to 11II nephi in that case we have tabulated and counted
all the references to see if any of the identifications or uses
of a given verse are common

we have attempted to carry an analysis of the common use
of isaiah beyond the broad brush technique of mrs brodie
table I11 lists the verses within each of the two works from
isaiah A total of 459 identifiable references from isaiah have
been found in the book 361 of that total are found in II11

nephi 116 in view of the hebrews 23 verses are common
to both it will be noted that there is no reference to isaiah
66 in table 1 this comes from the fact that although both
view of the hebrews and the book of mormon contain possi-
ble allusions or quotations from this chapter the former uses
verses 18 20 and 21 while the latter refers only to verse 19 4

A total of 37 chapters of isaiah are source for allusion re-
ference quotation near quotation or mention in the two
works ethan smith confined his mentioningsmention ings to 24 chapters

giving credit for a mention when he simply makes a partial
quotation from one verse even though he does not give credit
for the quotation eg see view of the hebrews 135 232
the prophets of II11 nephi quote from 20 chapters and make
allusions andor references to parts of two more chapters
making a total of 22 there are nine isaiah chapters common-
ly used in view of the hebrews and the book of mormon

brodie bases her claim of plagiarism from view of the
hebrews upon the common use of isaiah chapters does this
existence of similar material in thedie two books damage the
latter day saint claim of the divine origin of the book of
mormon

though it is proverbial that liars can figure there is one
test that can be applied to the statistics generated from this

typical examples of the use of isaiah references by ethan smith and by
the prophets of II11 nephi are set forth in table 3 in parallel columns
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table no 1

ISAIAH REFERENCE comparison
resume of verse by verse comparison

book of mormon isaiah view of the hebrews
referencesareferences8Referencesa description ch verse description referencebreference13referenced

ist ed 2ndand ed

NR 235 allusion 5 26 allusion 2 nephi 29 2

5 26 quotation 1526
NR 236 part quote 7 8 quotation 17 8

NR 235 allusion 7 18 1718
NR 256 quotation 10 20 2020
NR 256 quotation 10 21 2121
NR 256 quotation 10 22 20.222022

58 56 quotation 11 11 2111
58 56 quotation 11 12 2112
73 70 part quote 11 12 2112

143 242 quotation 11 12

73 72 part quote 11 13 2113
58 56 quotationequotation0quotations 11 15 2115
59 56 quotation 11 16 2116

NR 63 quotation 14 1 24 1

NR 62 allusion 14 25 2425
159 260 part quotequotee 49 1 allusion 1021
65 63 allusion 49 22 quotation 6 6
75 73 allusion 49 22
65 63 allusion 49 23 quotation 6 7

161 261 part quote 51 3
11 8 3

61 58 Quotation 0 60 9 allusion 1021
136 233 part quote 60 9

study which is valid in judging the claim of brodie that joseph
smith cribbedcrabbed from another s work when he could not find
any other source of inspiration following a method of anal-
ysis widely accepted by statisticians the test for hypergeo-
metric distribution we shall assume that the two authors
worked independently that there was no collusion under this
method of analysis the probability is that a certain number of
chapters will appear in common

by using the figures applicable in this case one should as-
sume that eight chapters should most frequently appear in
common As indicated in table 2 our survey finds nine such
common chapters 5 7 10 11 14 49 51 60 and 66 this is
an insignificant variation from eight and one which statis-
tically speaking should be expected a large proportion of the
time in fact nine or more chapters in common under the
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data of this test should appear 46 percent of the time or in
other words have a 46.4646 probability 5

the validity of this test is suggested by the following
analysis if joseph smith had foreseen and tried to avoid an
attack such as that brodie lays to him he might well have
avoided all references to isaiah which were quoted by ethan
smith since ethan had already referred his reader to that text
the absence of any common isaiah chapters would have been
suspicious indeed since this would strongly suggest a deliberate
efeffortfort to avoid suspicion particularly if it is realized that the
book of isaiah is a primary source for anyone dealing with the
subject of the dispersion and gathering of israel the odds
are approximately one in one million against there being no
common isaiah chapters in the book of mormon and view of
the hebrews judged on the basis of this analysis neither
brodie nor harrison has yet solved the enigma of joseph
smith s inspiration

a parallel listing of pages from the two editions reflects
the same reference quotation or allusion in rewriting the text
for the second printing reverend smith made some additions
and deletions hence there are not always parallel references
and the designation NR no reference appears

b all chapter and verse references are to editions of the
book of mormon printed subsequent to 1920 the initial divi-
sion into chapters and verses occurred in 1879 A revision of
the footnotes was made in 1920 it is upon these notes that
the writers relied in tabulating the isaiah references

the writers are indebted to melvin W carter of the brigham young
university faculty for suggesting the application of the test for hypergeometric
distribution to this problem and for working out the probability upon the basis
of our tabulations A discussion of this method of analysis is found in B W
lindgren & G W mcelrath introduction to probability and statistics the
macmillan company new york 1959 146147146 147

our conclusions are based upon the following exercise
a classify each chapter of isaiah as being in view of the hebrews

Q or
b as not appearing inin view of the hebrews R
c Q plus R equals N the total number of isaiah chapters
d y equals the number of chapters common to both works
e n equals the number of chapters used by II11 nephi prophets
f solve the formula

Q R
PpyI1 y vyy vnnyn y

N
n
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c quotation but without verse reference always true of
book of mormon quotations

table no 2

ISAIAH REFERENCE comparison
chapter by chapter

view of hebrews book of mormon

2 nephi
2
3
4

5 5
6

7 7

10 10
11 11

12
13

14 14
16
18
26

28
29

35
36
40
41
42
43
44
49 49

50
51 51

52
55

56
58
59
60 60
63
65
66 66

the number indicates isaiah chapter from which the respective works make
mention quotation allusion citation or reference
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knowledge

if I1 do not learn what is in the world from first to last
somebody will be wiser than I1 am I1 intend to know the whole
of it both good and bad shall I1 practise evil no neither
have I1 told you to practise but to learn by the light of truth
every principle there is in existence in the world

every accomplishment every polished grace every useful
attainment in mathematics music and in all science and art
belong to the saints and they should avail themselves as ex-
peditiously as possible of the wealth of knowledge the sciences
ofofferfer to every diligent and persevering scholar

the catalogue of man s discipline he must compile him-
self he cannot be guided by any rule that others may lay
down but is placed under the necessity of tracing it himself
through every avenue of his life

brigham young
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Is anthropology the study of man
problems in the study of complex societies

john L sorenson

anthropology claims to be by derivation the study of
man three related questions are raised by this ambitious
title Is a systematic objective study of man possible if so
what must be some of its salient characteristics and what
will be the place of anthropology and anthropologists in the
effort

Is a study of man really essential we may first ask I1 am
firm in the belief that man must work out his behavioral
salvation a sound sane society a dynamic culture a reward-
ing personality with the same fear and trembling with which
he is more frequently urged to labor toward spiritual salva-
tion As brigham young has said all men should study to
learn the nature of mankind and to discern that divinity in-
herent in them A spirit and power of research is planted
within us yet they remain undeveloped 1 and there are
practical benefits to striving for objectivity in any such study
of what does understanding consist can we know man then
there are those who believe it impossible or undesirable to at-
tempt a full understanding eventually but not in anticipation
we may be forced to admit that it is impossible but I1 cannot
agree that it is undesirable betz exaggerates when he opineskopines
that to know thyself may be the worst possible advice A
moth that undertook to study itself would never become a
butterfly he would be just another professor it is of
no small moment that professors or someone come to under-
stand even professors

does the mystic understand man perhaps but his under-
standing is of a sort which cannot be communicated readily
it cannot cumulate to become a comprehensive understanding
of all the kinds of behavior of all men it is rather the com

john L sorenson is an associate professor of sociology and anthropology
at brigham young university this paper was delivered to the first faculty
forum college of humanities and social sciences on november 12 1963

johnohn A widtsoeWidtsoe discourses of brigham young 1961 ed salt lake
city deseret book company 1961 p 257
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ponent of understanding which jenkins has called the affective
he supposes that man s experience in relation to the world
has three parts to it an aesthetic component which focuses
upon the particularity of phenomena the affective whose
function is to keep us sensitive to our vital needs and concerns
and finally a cognitive component in which attention is
focused on causes and consequences of an occurrence and on
the similarities and connections of things and events 2 vital
as the two former enterprises may be for the guidance of life
it is only the third the cognitive component which is readily
communicable and potentially cumulative the preliminary
aim of science is of course precisely to arrive at consensus
concerning our cognition of the phenomena of nature

that study of man which can give us an operationally use-
ful and reliable understanding must be scientific for a
scientist a phenomenon is understood provided he possesses a
satisfactory theory for this phenomenon 3 A theory is simply
a systematic statement of the relationships among the variables
in the situation under consideration the value of a theory is
twofoldtwo fold it satisfies our need to quell our curiosity and it
assists us in dealing with phenomena and situations success-
fully

it may distress those who see themselves primarily in the
role of artist or humanist or religionist for me to say that a
cognitive even scientific understanding is superior to the
aesthetic or affective kinds As desirable and important as
those dimensions are clearly they usually do not as does the
cognitive assist us in dealing with phenomena confidently and
successfully they are not cumulative and communicable the
distinction is reflected in whitehead s paradoxical observation
that everything of importance has been said before by some-
body who did not discover it 4

accepting then the desirability of a systematic objective
understanding of man will it be possible to carry out such
study without entering into lengthy justification it may be
said that we already have reason for confidence that it is possi

12I jenkins art and human enterprise cambridge harvard university
press 1958

3warrenswarrendwarren weaver the imperfections of science american scientist
XLIX march 1961 104

A N whitehead the organization of thought quoted in robert K
merton social theory and social structure rev and enlarged ed glencoe
ill111111.lii free press 1957 p 3
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ble to come to this kind of understanding the basis for con-
fidence is the already substantial accomplishments of several
disciplines

but why is it that there exist a number of competing and
sometimes conflicting bodies of scientists and their ideas
instead of just one we may compare each of the disciplines
to kingdoms which like the nephitesNephites think of themselves as
isolated on an isle of the sea let me speak particularly of
anthropologiaAnthropologia the elders here tell their children we are
the true men we are the chosen people have we not the
name to prove it anthropos logia the study of man
they maintain their initiation rites elaborate the subtleties of
their arcane language hold their seasonal ceremonies pass on
their folklore and mythology preserve tenaciously their struc-
ture of traditional stratification and power firmly resist most
technological change and worship at the shrines made sacred
first by such great high priests as boas and radcliffe brown
it is true that they welcome with bemused tolerance a few
weekend tourists from historia economiaeconomeaEconomia and psychologiapsychologicPsychologia
but the obvious inability of such people to give up their own
strange customs or to learn to speak the pure language with-
out an accent merely confirmstheconfirms the suspicion of the elders that
such intruders are really people who simply cannot accept
god s truth when they hear it it is also correct that a few of
the poorly enculturated young of anthropologiaAnthropologia talk of going
ofofff to see the sights in those other lands of which they have
a little knowledge but much of such talk is enough to lead
the elders to cut off the dissidents inheritance

meanwhile in other kingdoms the elders say much the same
thing the languages differ there and the priests are strange
to outsiders durkheimwurkheimDurkheim cooley and parsons or watson ter-
man and freud yet in each land the young learn the same
discipline centrismcentrist the same intellectual nationalism psy-
chology is the science of the behavior of organisms the young
of one kingdom are assured grandiosely in a recent first grade
reader for example

it is time we seriously ask ourselves the question Is a
unification in the study of man possible there seems to be
three obstacles the first is the present division into jealous
societies then there is the lack of suitable language and cus-
toms to bridge the gaps which hold us apart finally there
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are the differences in modal personality of the persons who
have been attracted to work in each field

the experience of anthropologists in overcoming these ob-
staclesst while far from spectacular is at least instructive the
greatest impact has come from applied projects interdiscipli-
nary activities which have focused on accomplishing practical
tasks without regard to which intellectual domain comes to be
involved some of these have been among so called primitive
peoples but all have involved a concern with modern com-
plex societies

these applied problems have constituted a test for anthro-
pologists determining whether they could make their methods
and ideas extend to new ranges of phenomena and to be mean-
ingful to people who didndian t know a sib from a moiety in
reality this is the same kind of test which each discipline must
face if there is to be a unified science of man can profes-
sional jargon be translated to a universal language can expert
findings from each discipline be incorporated in a combined
corpus of observations on and theory of behavior in humans

in 1954 john W bennett wrote out for his fellow anthro-
pologists some observations on the limitations of traditional
anthropology with which he had been faced in applied inter-
disciplinary projects he concluded that one such as he be-
comes through his experience a different kind of anthro-
pologistpologist 5 he is correct I1 can attest personally my own
experience has been of two kinds the first came from the
study of a modern utah industrial community a project which
I1 did alone but which led me to discover the inadequacies of
much of traditional anthopologyanthropology because the task was located
in a sizable modern community more recently a year and one
half in interdisciplinary travail studying vietnam and
venezuela as milieus for unconventional warfare has con-
firmed and clarified that view

there appear to be three kinds of obstacles to the appli-
cation of traditional anthropology to the study of current situ-
ations in complex societies the first is that the scale of in-
formation needed and consequently the techniques required
and assistance involved are changed drastically instead of
the lone jack of all trades field anthropologist in a tribal

johnajohn W bennett interdisciplinary research and the concept of culture
american anthropologist LVI april 1954 169
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setting who personally gathers biographies linguistic texts
folktalesfolktales details of land tenure production figures demo-
graphic statistics and rorschach responses often inexpertly
the worker in the complex society is faced by a scale of in-
formation which virtually forces specialization of labor

the second problem is in the area of conceptualization and
explanation whole new series of concepts must be utilized
when the question at hand is the behavior of 14 million people
instead of a reservation or island community of 1400 or so
here is a crucial problem for a unified science of man will it
be possible to conceptualize human behavior in terms appli-
cable to all men in all places and times

A third difficulty in the new applications of anthropology
lies in the fact that prediction and dynamics suddenly become
crucial so long as chiefly hindsight was involved whether
in problems of culture history or of small societies which have
little connection with the modern world both favorite retreats
for the traditional anthropologist there was little necessity to
put theory to the test however in research situations where
application is of the essence the anthropologist finds his mo-
ment of truth he may nostalgically wish for the comfort of
the ivory tower but he is forced to meet reality headonhead on
instead

let me expand on each of these three problems by referring
to what my own work has encountered

the one man studying a utah community problem was part-
ly one of suitable techniques with almost 8000 people in-
volved it was manifestly impossible to do the traditional in-
tensive study of individuals and households particularly when
a large portion of the people spent at least part of each work-
ing day out of town census records proved useful on the
basis they provided a sample of households was surveyed
using student help some content analysis of newspapers and
sermons was done statistical comparisons of variousvarious sorts
served to specify the extent and nature of social change in
time the key aim of the project these ways to gather data
most of them more used by sociologists than by my own
disciplinary colleagues served as the basis for erecting a pic-
ture of the community s structure the whole view was fleshed
out however by the use of more traditional techniques
such as participant observation and use of informants to con
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firm and supplement there simply was not time to get to all
the normal tasks using conventional means

large scale data gathering was made more difficult in the
vietnam unconventional warfare research by the need for
urgency three thousand bibliographical items had to be
checked as far as possible and the relevant extracted data
filed in a standard manner the human relations area files
scheme proved particularly useful for this purpose all this
and more had to be done with inexperienced help by graduate
students and the results had to serve as a basic research re-
source for professional workers from five different disciplines
the mechanical problem of cross referencing data for service
in several analytical schemes yielded to the edge punch card
system a most flexible device another necessity for standard-
izing procedures to accommodate the variety of personnel in-
volved in the project was that common sorts of information
had to be provided for each analytical unit the describing of
each role group and functional system in the society was made
reasonably uniform by confronting the fact files with a fixed
paradigm of queries some thirty questions for example were
used to prepare a capsule description of each group of import-
ance ensuring inclusion of such data as size of membership
geographical concentration ideology internal organizational
pattern special problems resources etc the same type of
thing was done for most roles and for functional systems im-
plicit in all these procedures was the problem of having to
handle and save data which were useless from the point of
view of some single investigators still another problem in
connection with the scale and scope of data involved in the
vietnam project was the impossibility of carrying out usual
kinds of field work one response to this which we developed
but did not implement wasvasmas to phrase specific data requests
to fill out our paradigms which our sponsoring agency the
US navy could furnish through its intelligence or other
sources where requests might be honored all these problems
of data gathering and handling are precisely the kind which
must be faced wrestled with and solved if anthropology is
to be applied successfully to the large scale phenomena of
modern civilization

there is another class of difficulty to be faced however
that of the development and application of concepts and
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theories suitable to this expanded data scale for example
my utah community study raised the question of what is a
11 community the inadequacy of any simple conception of
community as a geographical area when the daily dispersion
of the population is so wide as industrial work demanded in
this case required developing a new conceptual frame A
picture was derived of society organized into hierarchical
planes corresponding to major settlement units the household
plane neighborhood plane hamlet village district province
region nation etc the units of society were seen as centered
on one or another of these planes but extending their influence
to levels above and below in patterned ways

the same conception proved essential in dealing with viet-
nam and venezuela where data on the family and individual
communities had somehow to be combined in a rational way
within the entire national structure key concepts utilized in
this task were role group system cultural factor and urban-
izationization

these developments are illustrative of the problems of
conceptual innovation which the anthropologist must face as
he turns to cultivate broader fields our necessity to arrive at
idea tools which would be both understandable and useful to
workers from five disciplines involved in the warfare project
is precisely the same as face all the behavioral sciences as they
move toward a unified science of man

A final type of problem to be met is that of changing the
static analysis which we usually engage in for something more
dynamic and time oriented the anthropologist s usual pat-
tern of field work of getting a snapshot in time so to speak
of how a people has organized its life almost pushes him into
the time constant approach the necessity in the vietnam and
venezuela study on the other hand was to develop a means
for extrapolating and predicting change into the future the
procedural and conceptual change is comparable in significance
to that between newtonian and modern physics our particbarticparticu-
lar

li
means for solving this problem proved of only limited use-

fulnessfulness but the fact remains that time had to be of the essence
in our treatment it is exactly this reorientation to dynamics
which must characterize the developing combined science of
man which may come

these are some of the problems and possibilities in the
application of anthropology to the study of complex societies
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the question may well have sprung from these observations
Is all this anthropology

what is a discipline earlier three features were pointed
out which tend to keep the present disciplines from uniting
into a single study of man these same three rephrased slight-
ly describe what it is that defines a discipline first there
must be a historically derived subsocietysubsociety of practitioners who
habitually speak each other s language and interact with each
other then there is a modal personality type which is attract-
ed to participate in such a group being selected through the
recruitment processes of the professional subsocietysubsociety finally
there is a language and set of ideas or call them theories or
models shared and utilized by the practitioners note the
omission of any mention of a body of phenomena or subject
matter which is distinctive of a discipline ultimately each of
the disciplines in science will find that it must pay some at-
tention to all phases of nature medicine does so psychology
does so and so do sociology and anthropology at least poten-
tially no a priori boundaries can be set up which will specify
that such and such phenomena belong to one field but cannot
be treated by another As I1 have pointed out above what is
characteristic of a discipline is 1 1 who does the study 2
what his interests are as an expression of his personality
and 3 the intellectual tools he uses in his study all of man s

behavior is then fair game for any of the human studying
disciplines including anthropology

has anthropology been successful in making a transition
to the study of modern societies yes in some cases it has on
the other hand could sociology successfully study the primi-
tives assuredly yes although the practical problems would
be formidable any of the established fields of study has the
potential to make a contribution to the understanding of any
of the phenomena derived from humans observed as part of
nature

shall we say now that anthropology is the study of man
as its title somewhat arrogantly claims we cannot for it is
clear that even as far as anthropologists already have gone in
extending their work to a wider sample of man s activities
the workers themselves have had to change to use new
techniques new methods new concepts and new theories
sometimes the new methodological features seem suspiciously
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like what sociologists psychologists communications special-
ists and others have been using concepts and theories too
have proved interchangeable

still there remains a core of unique personality features
and interests which ties each discipline together for the an-
thropologistthropologist what is central is a desire for firsthand experience
with the people he is studying there is also a love of the
color and texture of life in an exotic setting ann roe has
shown some other marked characteristics we anthropologists
tend to share such as verboseness aggressive feelings con-
flicts at home and even deriving from relatively well to do
families6families6 I1 too can witness to the pull of the siren voice of
romantic boyscoutboy scout anthropology a kind of fantasy reaction
to difficult interdisciplinary effort I1 confess that at times I1
prefer the fleshpotsfleshpots of mesoamericanMesoamerican excavation to the duller
promised land of applied or theoretical anthropology A L
kroeber has phrased the matter superlatively

the times and utilitarianism have caught up with us
and we find ourselves classified and assigned to the social
sciences it is a dimmer atmosphere with the smog of jargon
sometimes hanging heavy generalizations no longer suffice
we are taught to worship abstraction sharp sensory outlines
have melted into logicoverbal ones As our daily bread we
invent hypotheses in order to test them as we are told is the
constant practice of the high tribe of physicists if at times
some of you like myself feel somewhat ill at ease in the
house of social sciencescience do not wonder we are changelingschangelings
therein our true paternity lies elsewhere 7

but if intellectual adulthood instead of the pleasures of child-
hood is the penalty we must pay for a usable science of man
it will be worth giving up some of our little pleasures after
all as kroeber continues the routes of fulfillment are
many

what is true of the anthropologist is true of each of the
other specialists the separate disciplines and their rewards are
not going to disappear overnight and perhaps never yet we
must mature we must increase intercommunication the inter-
changeability of data and the sharing of theories

ganne roe the making of a scientist new york dodd mead and com-
pany 1952

7aaa L kroeber the history of the personality of anthropology amer-
icanican anthropologist LXI june 1959 404
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such unity as we attain in this effort will be largely above
or at a different level of abstraction from much of our run
of the mill professional conceptualizing to begin with there
are at least a few promising points of conceptual contact
among all the disciplines role is one of these system
is another

it is time that anthropologiaAnthrop ologia enter into a federation at
least with its neighbors the depth of distinctions still remain-
ing probably precludes really serious integration of the disci-
plines the futile example of the department of social relat-
ions at harvard shows that but can we not agree that as the
day of isolated nationalism is past in the political world so
professional nationalism must be abandoned for at least the
federative principle we much need an institutionalized struc-
ture within which cooperative intercommunication can be fos-
tered in the hope of developing a unified science of man 8

does my view of unified science mean that I1 aim to aban-
don my chosen field anthropology not at all it will con-
tinue to be important to me as a base and for the personal and
professional satisfactions it can give me besides that my ex-
perienceperience to date leads me to conclude that the very breadth
and holism of the anthropological approach provides the best
single approach to the human sciences

in conclusion let us examinereexaminere jenkins three components
of man s knowledge of the world I1 have emphasized the
cognitive element and think it of crucial social importance be-
cause we know least about it but a complete understanding
of what man is necessarily involves the aesthetic and affective

or emotional and moral as well and each scientist
neglects those components at the risk of his own personal
understanding of what man is

little is being done nationally or internationally to provide these ties it
is time that brigham young university takes the lead in this area rather than
waiting for guidance from the ivy league or elsewhere it is time that the
oversized college of humanities and social sciences be divided at least
functionally if not formally so that anthropology economicseconomics geography
political science psychology and sociology be grogroupedped under arrangements
which will assist both scholars and students to work toward a unified sys-
tematicte objective study of man



mormon culture
A letter to the editor

dear editor

it is a truism that the LDS church stresses education
that utah spends more per capita on education than any other
state and that mormon scholars figure prominently in choswhos
who yet collectively we have made no particular impression
on ourselves or on others we have had no voice or esprit de
corps only a few mormon scholars are well known both in
and out of mormon circles it is about time some group con-
sciousnesssciousness was effected and an order for the learned defense
of the mormon faith formed such an order could be cre-
ated from among the nearly 4000 educators listed in the latest

1961 directory of members of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in higher education and school administra-
tion if such an objective could be accomplished among even a
representative group of LDS scholars it would benefit the
mormon church and society and lead to a better 11 public
image of mormonscormons as a people one of the best ways for
such a group to coalesce to communicate among themselves
and to be heard is through a journal a journal such as BYU
studies

the promotion budget of the studies is such that I1 was fully
aware of its existence only when a friend at the Y sent me
vol IV no 1 winter 1962 after reading it I1 immediately
ordered the complete backrunback run and upon arrival of these num-
bers read them through at one sitting the value of the pub-
licationli and the quality of some of the articles were most ap-
parent I1 was convinced that an awakening and potentially
powerful cadre of LDS scholars now had a potentially satis-
factory voice

aside from the worth of articles and similar contributions
fostered and disseminated by the studies this organ should
augment its offerings with the usual book reviews shorter
notices lists of periodical literature news of the profession
notes communications bibliographies and such features regu-
larly found in scholarly journals of these offerings the most

125
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important without question is that of book reviews the
editors are aware of this desideratumdesideraturn but in the eight issues
to date only eleven books have been reviewed this part of
the journal should be greatly expanded to include most pub-
licationslications of the LDS book trade which is in dire need of
constructive criticism we also need bibliographic essays on
mormon literature such an essay on the various studies of
joseph smith for example would be welcomed by many
speaking of the studies on joseph smith when are we going
to write some good scholarly biographies of our church lead-
ers there is a real need furthermore for specialized biblio-
graphiesgraphies of mormon subjects along the line of those by dale
morgan

there are however other important dimensions to the role
of the studies which at the moment either are not envisioned
by the editors or are seen only through a glass darkly mormon
culture has no effective and comprehensive judge jury or
police system no journal to point out the frequent disparity
between the idea the dream the concept and the realization
the production and the result the best and worst of mormon
writers and artists face no mormon critic of their work the
most unqualified amateur with scissors and paste can throw
together a poorly conceived half researched carelessly written
and popularized potboilerpot boiler find a publisher and be ac-
claimed throughout mormondom as an authority

studies could and should assume the role of critic of our
culture its pages ought to carry the best possible reviews not
only of books about and by mormonscormonsMormons but of all major creative
activity about and by mormonscormonsMormons A few examples from the
recent past will serve as illustrations promised valley sand
in their shoes all faces west the book of mormon pageant
the this is the place monument the los angeles temple
design the book of mormon oratorio the cody murals
BYU film studio productions and significant church pro-
grams such as those developed annually to commemorate the
restoration of the aaronic priesthood such a service properly
provided by studies would tend to restrain writers publishers
and artists of all kinds from prematurely rushing into print
and production would protect the mind and money of the
buying and witnessing public and hopefully would curb the
rash of nonbooksnonbooks which are a blight upon mormon culture
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it would further result in better works by and through which
the non mormon world would judge us

the role of such service was ably stated in the first issue
of the studies by william wilkes in his article on john
tullidge utah s first music critic he wrote certain
spirits among us sense this disparity between the ideal and
the reality keenly enough to tell us when we should do better
than we are doing and they also praise us when we do satis-
fyingly well enough these mandarins are a thorn in com-
placent societies but a spur to the progressive although as
humans they often err mistaking the subjective for the ob-
jectivejective the specific for the universal prejudice for taste and
pessimism for incorruptibility still the effect of their critique
in the long run is healthy for they provoke hunger for bet-
ter things

one word from this quotation should be elaborated upon
the word complacent perhaps if the number seven had not

held such mystic significance to earlier minds there would
have been eight deadly sins the eighth being that of com-
placencyplacency we as a people are woefully afflicted with com-
placencyplacency since religiously we are completely free from all
that is good and bad in professionalism we have built up a
tradition of self satisfied tolerant amateurishness in our end-
less church activities we are so concerned over the individual
his growth and his feelings that for example when I1 used to
judge MIA festivals the lowest possible rating an indi-
vidual or ensemble could receive was good while all this
good fellowship and you just done grand level of criticism
may be laudable in primary sunday school and MIA it
does condition us to demand and expect little even in what
we pay for and it certainly does little to prepare mormon
youth for the cold cruel world it is of course intolerable in
respect to adult creative activity

in conclusion let us consider how studies can better fulfill
its unique role at the moment it is a fledgling publication
a quarterly which appears two or three times a year it is
also rather parochial in concept inasmuch as the editorial board
is all at the Y and since 84 of the articles in the first
eight issues came from utah 74 from the Y alone and
37057037 from individuals at the Y under the rank of associate
professor
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of uppermost concern is how to bring studies to the atten-
tion of all LDS educators and how to improve the balance
in geographical distribution and rank of its contributors send-
ing out thousands of complimentary copies and commission-
ing some articles might help solve these problems once how-
ever the editors of studies who should be commended highly
for their vision and courage to launch this journal realize the
full potential of their creation and after studies more com-
pletely assumes its unique role as voice of mormon scholars
and critic of mormon culture it will sell itself

stanley B kimball
southern illinois university
alton illinois



book reviews
SPENCER J PALMER editor and compiler korean american
relations volume 11II 188718951887 1895 university of california

berkeley press 1963 xiii and 589389 ppap 7507.50750
some years ago this reviewer wrote in the old far eastern

quarterly that the history of the united states in eastern asia
was at best imperfectly known and that the narratives
theories and interpretations based on this scanty information
were to say the least archaic what was not out of courtesy
stated was my conviction that it would take hard grinding
work to repair the deficit A toiling through masses of ill
written and unorganized documents to ponder them and select
in a lucid order the record of events and ideas was in mind
my reason for not adding such an obvious statement was the
reflection it might be assumed to have on the then rising tide
of works on american policies and experiences in asia which
were based more on bright generalities than on spade work

the volume here reviewed is the kind of careful and en-
during work that goes far to establish the record of history
here viewed through americans in korea is the story of the
last eight turbulent years in which korea could pretend to be
an independent kingdom these americans had a singularly
intimate view of the proceedings the united states repre-
sentativessentatives the private experts hired by the korean govern-
ment and the missionaries were extremely sympathetic with the
koreans and this emotional overbalance constantly embroiled
americans in korean affairs and intrigues these involve-
ments not only affected the course of affairs but because of
the intimacy of americans with the court and this was an
enormously centralized government on the grand and archaic
confucian model we are privileged as in probably no other
series of american diplomatic documents to perceive and
grasp the inner operations of a foreign state

equally important and interesting is the illumination of the
ambivalencesambivalences of american policy and the thought behind that
policy in the age of the new imperialism we see easily
now the deep friendship for the korean land and people and
now the deep impatience with the backwardness and arch
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conservatism we see now the distaste for japan s ambitions
in korea and now the pride in japan s americanization and
hope for the same progress in korea the same ambivalencesambivalences
plagued washington we recognized a neutral and independ-
ent korea and we wanted to see her remain so washington
would take no positive steps to effect this desire or to main-
tain our treaty provisions washington s agent at seoul sill
wanted korea to throw off chinese influence through the
assistance of progressive japan although he distrusted japan
the whole collection of documents makes fascinating read-
ing not the least interesting is the view given in the dis-
patches of 1893 and 1894 of the descent into the sino japanese
war if mr palmer can continue with a volume 111IIIililii for the
last tragic years 189619041896 1904 he will have accomplished the first
privately edited and complete series of united states diplo-
matic correspondence with a foreign country and will further
place diplomatic historians in his debt

J A harrison
university of florida
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HELEN HINCKLEY JONES over the mormon trail chicago
children s press 1963 128 ppap 2502.50250

the mormon trek from nauvoo to the valley of the great
salt lake is becoming an increasingly popular subject for
literary and historical exploration the contribution of helen
hinckley jones in her over the mormon trail is unique in
that it combines the cleardear simplicity and straightforward
language of a work designed for young readers with accuracy
and unusual depth of detail and perceptivity

mrs jones is editor of reveille for a persian village and
coauthorco author of persia Is my heart both with naimeh najafi

the subject of this review is a rather brief work of one
hundred and twenty eight pages it covers a thirty two year
period beginning in nauvoo illinois in 1845 and continuing
to the death of brigham young in 1877 inin utah A final
chapter entitled the mormon trail goes on entices the
reader to yearn for more distant frontiers

the author includes several phases of the mormon move-
ment often neglected in works designed for young readers
these include an extensive account of the pueblo detach-
ment of the mormon battalion including its arrival at fort
laramie a discussion of the efforts made by joseph smith
to acquaint himself with information about the west and a
penetrating look into the voyage of the ship brooklyn carrying
mormon immigrants around the horn to california the latter
includes such detail as the sighting of the cape verde islands
after being blown off course in a storm the death of six
children during the voyage and the landing at mas a tierra to
take on board 18000 gallons of water

the author s able perception of the character and spirit of
sam brannan and brigham young is implicit in the work
concerning the early days in the valley of the great salt
lake brigham young is quoted as saying we will work
hard we will pray as if god were going to do everything
for us then we will work as hard as if we were going to
have to do everything for ourselves p 67

the handcart companies are given adequate treatment but
it is regrettable that the author makes no mention of the
historic passage of the donner party through utah just one
year prior to the mormon pioneers hacking out the last thirty
six miles into the great valley which the saints followed two
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other points should be mentioned first the common error of
placing the site of the driving of the golden spike at promon-
tory point instead of promontory and second naming suttersutler s

river as the location of marshall s famous discovery of gold
in california on january 24 1848 instead of the american
river near coloma

the valuable map in the front of the book would be more
meaningful to the reader if a date were included since im-
portant territorial changes took place between 1847 and 1850
the period largely dealt with in this work

in spite of the errors mentioned and a few less important
ones such as calling P st george cooke colonel cooke in one
place and captain cooke in another during the march of the
mormon battalion this excellently written and beautifully
illustrated work on the trek of the mormon pioneers is an
outstanding contribution to the history bookshelf of the
young reader

lyman C pedersen jr
graduate assistant history department brigham young university
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EDWARD HALLETT CARR what Is history the george
macaulay trevelyan lectures january march 1961 new
york alfred A knopf 1963 209 ppap

what Is history by edward H carr the eminent cam-
bridge professor of international politics and modern history
is an outstanding addition to the growing body of literature
devoted to the examination and interpretation of the nature
and meaning of history few such studies since marc bloch s

the historians craft in 1953 have revealed such a breadth of
vision and perceptiveness of historiographical insight as this
careful yet fast moving historical testimony it consists of six
lectures delivered at cambridge university in early 1961 un-
der the headings the historian and his facts society and the
individual history science and morality causation in hist-
ory history as progress and the widening horizon so
significant were these lectures deemed by the directors of the
BBC that they were subsequently broadcast to the entire
british isles now they are conveniently available to us in this
first american edition

while recognizing the justifications in some of the colling-
wood school s criticism of scientific history and the ob-
jectivity of historical facts professor carr is clearly not one
of the relativists in his interpretation of history accepting
Pirandello s quip that a fact is like a sack it won t stand up
till you ve put something in it and professor barraclough s

observation that the history we read though based on facts
is strictly speaking not factual at all but a series of accepted
judgments carr nevertheless insists that the value of history
grows in proportion to the historian s objectivity and precision
in discovering truth and perceiving meaningful relationships
and interpretations of past events all events are past

carr s opening query what is history is more subtle
and profound than its surface appearance but his carefully
pursued answer is a masterpiece of modest good sense and in-
spiring challenge not only to historians but to all who read
and think first he observes history is a process of reciprocal
actions between the historian and his facts an unending dia-
logue between the present and the past by that he means
that neither the scientific school s reliance upon the autonomy
and objectivity of facts nor the collingwood emphasis on in-
terpretationterp retation and subjectivity is entirely sufsufficentsufficientsuffificentdicentcent although
each contains part of the truth carr points out that the his
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torian s first selection of material and interpretation must al-
ways be provisional then as he proceeds both his interpre-
tations and ordering of the facts are altered by their inter-
action neither historian nor facts can stand alone opinions
without data are mere opinions facts without interpretation
are meaningless pertinent questions must be asked of the
facts but the historian who accepts answers in advance to
these questions goes to work withhiswith his eyes blindfolded and
renounces his vocation p 108

so also is the relationship between society and the indi-
vidual they are not in conflict protests the author they are
complimentary necessary and even inseparable like all per-
sons the historian is shaped partly by his social environment
and his view of historical phenomena is partially a reflection
of his society carr does not believe that great men are
outside that stream of history acting upon it only as ex-
ternal forces men are at the same time both products and
agents of the historical process creators and created

thus carr s social view of history is closely related to his
faith in the future the belief that we have come from
somewhere is closely linked with the belief that we are going
somewhere A society which has lost belief in its capacity to
progress in the future will quickly cease to concern itself with
its progress in the past our view of history reflects our
view of society p 176 carr s own view of history which
is the essential lesson of this provocative book is that the past
the present and the future are inseparably linked together
in the endless chain of history and the dual function of the
historian is to help us understand past society and its inter-
relations with the present in order that we may gain mastery
over our environment and insure a continuing progress in the
future

the optimism and uplifting candor of professor carr s
book is a welcome antidote to the flood of despondent and
even morbid literature which floods the modern market those
who are familiar with carr s many published works will not
be surprised to see the clarity and even occasional eloquence
of his style as well as the charming intimacy by which he
communicates with the reader it is this reviewer s hope that
what Is history will be read by people of all walks of life it
should certainly be on the shelves of every serious historian

de lamar jensen
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